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What the Club is Doing
HE genesis of
T
The LAMPS
may be found in

the scrap-ibook on
the 'big leictern-;
the casual reports
of club progress.
It is mainly as
yet an illustrated
newspaper of the
club. The issue
K>£* W J i u m e One
Number One last Christmas was
a mere hasty inPrinted by the Arts and Letters Club,
every third moon in the name of
terlude.
Volume
One, Number One
LITERATURE
has begun to be
ARCHITECTURE
the production of
MUSIC
art. It tells and ilPAINTING
SCULPTURE
lustrates the story
of doings in the
Contributors to the Lamp are not.paid
in currency; neither in the joy of beholdclub.
It gives
ing their names in print. In most casee
critical
appreciamerely the initials are the signature.
tions of art matSubscribers pay One Dollar a Year.
Single Copies Twenty-Five Cents. A d ters outside the
dress all post-office matter to the Editor,
club. It contains
57 ADELAIDE ST. EAST
contributions
in
prose, verse and
Publication Committee
picture. The conGeorge H . Locke; C . W . Jefferyj.
E. Wyly Grier, A . H . Robton,
tents of its brief
Henry Button. Augustus Bridle.
twelve pages are
the work of more than a, dozen writers and
jeight artists. The cover is the joint work of
A. iH. Howard and J. E. H. Macdonald.
On recommendation of the Publications Committee the executive has established the paper on
a yearly basis by subscription, to appear until
further notice as a quarterly, and to be financed
by revenue from circulation until such time as
a more complete scheme may be evolved. This
little paper means a pile of work. It will need
the cheerful co-operation of a lot o*f people. In
its elucidation of chub life The Lamps recognizes no colleges or conservatories or clu'bs, no
societies or associations, no newspapers and
magazines—but only individuals as niemibers.
Men in the club are on a basis of 'complete
equality. Contributors to the d u b paper are accorded equal respect for their contributions—
opinions or otherwise—in so far as what is written or pictured reflects the spirit of the cluib.
Any member who finds the oil getting low,
or a wick clogged up, or a globe smutted, let
him get the oil can and the scissors and the
wiping rag. We want more light.
It's
every member's function to see that if he has a
good thing he or any more bashful member
wants to say, it has a chance to find its way into
the illuminations.
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The Great Fireplace
iby the imitation fireplace
F ORESHADOWED
used at the Christmas dinner last year,
talked of by many a group that warmed shins
and wove legends at the little firesides last winter, the great-fireplace was brought to a fact by
the enthusiasm of a (few at the close of the
sketch auction in March. Mr. Eden Smith, ifche

.

prime builder of great fireplaces, drew a plan
which, being approved by the City Architect and
the County Commissioners, soon 'became the
best-thumbed document in the cliuib library. The
structure has been built ait a cost of three weeks'
work and about five hundred dollars—to be
raised without call on the cluib exchequer. As
a piece of furniture, as architecture correspondent to the character of its 'surroundings, as a
sample of engineering, it is a work of dignity
and nobility. As this explanation is being written a sub-committee are at work on the scenario
of ai fireplace inaugural piece to be done to
words, set to music, and staged by the club ait
the annual dinner in 'October.

The Club's Players
EADING the open letter of R. H., conR
cerning d u b drama, you will recall the fact
that the cluib has developed a corps of players,

who are now ibusy establishing traditions. The
men who gave the Egyptian 'friezes and scenes from the "MMsiummer Night's Dream," and, '
with the aid of a few women players, put on
Maeterlinck's "Interior" as a closing piece, have
already done something to fashion the mould and
create the atmosphere for years of unique and
ultimately original drama on a small scale.
One of the literary section has written a
dramatic symposium on a-very, important aspect
of art, mainly from the side of painting". This
will probably be put on early in the winter.
Mitchell has been busy reading up many specimens of the poetic drama, that we may have at
least two or three of the many performed for
the club. Some of these it may be found advisable to do on open nights, when friends of the
club mayfoeinvited and a fee charged on behalf
of the cost of dramatic productions and properties. A new sectional stage will soon be accomplished, adaptable to all sorts of club utilities.

Workers in Music
LITTLE recent club history will show that
A
some of the .musicians are not satisfied merely with contributing to programmes. After the

sketch sale, which, iby the unanimous' generosity
af thirty-one painters, netted the club more than
eight hundred dollars,, one of the most prominent
musicians in the cluib said to the secretary:
"Now, what can we do to match it?"
A meeting of musiciams was called. Rather
more than half the number came. Dr. A. S.
Vogt was made chairman. A committee of seven
was drafted to prepare the outline o.f a concert
scheme, whereby the musicians might raise as
much money for the club as the painters had
done. That committee made a recommendation
on behalf o:f a concert to be given in Massey
Hall by a large 'Maennerchor controlled 'by seventeen choirmasters of the cluib, with the Saengerbund as a nucleus. It was thought necessary to
have a guarantee fund. A circular was sent out
explaining the enterprise. Several members re(Continued on Page 12)
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Feast-of the Boards Head
..REVELS OF THURSDAY BEFORE CHRISTMAS

T was a Christmas feast;
3^0u ; knew that the 'moment you stepped into the
room. Nearly all the members were there, and dozens
of other's not members, but
who had dropped in for a
Christmas revel, such as
would have fetched a grin of
approbation 'from old St.
Nicholas himself.
Neither
members nor visitors will
soon forget the rousing
night's • fun that began with
the busy moments of preparation and ended only
with the turning out of the last light.
The cheerily-a domed great -room was never
so crowded—never did its walls re-echo so
mighty a noise of busy knives and forks, to say
nothing of popping corks and conversational jovialities. The Spirit of that particular Christmas perched himself at the corner of the cupboard just above the Presidential table, whereat
sat dignitaries looking and being so like jolly
good fellows that the 'sourest cynic in the world
would never dream of their being anything else.
The Spirit chuckled with glee as the noise rose
higher and 'higher; .and he roared with delight
when, -through the door at the far end of the
room, bounded the wise man in -motley with
•bladder and bells. Motley bade, the worshipful
company heed the 'time-honored ceremony of
bringing in the Boar's -Head. Higii upon a lordly
dish two stout wights in gaberdines bore it in,
as noble a wild pig's crest as ever snouted the
loam of a Saxon forest. A lusty company of
monkish musicians followed in the train singing
HE peculiarities of musical
T
management, which are as
the whims of the south-west wind,

or the caprices of a woman,
have so ifar denied the public otf Toronto the privilege
of hearing Boris Hambourg. Not so with the
privileged and emancipated
souls that constitute the
Arts and Letters Club. Last
winter Boris
Hambourg
played for us, and Boris
did\not bore us. There is
something Shakespearian in
this way of putting it.
Othello, for instance, when
he is about to slay Desdeinona and prefers to do it
in the dark says, "Put out
the light, and then—Put
out the light." The fact
that the phrase "Boris did
not bore us" is -not original does not make it any
the less an essential statement of fact. Mr. Henry
T. Finck, the leading musical critic of New York,
ejaculated it the morning

the "Boar's Head Carol," which has cheered
Christmas feasts far a thousand years. Such as
knew the Latin chorus roared it, while others
hummed the air. The wise fool in motley said
grace in Latin, the musickers went to their table,
and the feast began—after three rousing cheers
for F. 'H. Torrington, who was briefly introduced
to the dub by R. >S. Pigott.
At the close of dinner Cap and Bells craved
the attention of the company to the secretarysteward's accounting of his stewardship. The
surprisingly archaic amiability of that important
official so delighted his hearers that the president forthwith decorated him with a great medal
of bronze and good red gold. Approving acclamations had hardly subsided ere an unaccustomed
sound floated on the smoke-laden air. The boys
of St. Alban's Cathedral choir had been smuggled"
into~tne library, and through the open door came
a flood of carolling that added the last possible
touch of Christmas to the festivities. The Glee
Club, under Air. F. Coombs, mingled estheticism
with jollity in the rendering of three sprightly
carols.
Then came the event of the evening. Thunderous blows upon the door announced the longexpected arrival of Santa Claus. His welcome
was a noise good to hear, and a certain subtle
likeness to F. M. Bell-Smith did not a little to
make the welcome heartier. The over-laden tree
was stripped and not a man in the room escaped
a suitable gift.
On this occasion the initial number of The
Lamps was thrust .upon a welcoming world by
a certain busy "chapman," whose 'methods af
salesmanship led to a wonderful unButtoning o;f
pockets. The rest of the evening was a medle}r
of impromptu fun, out of wihich the toy sym- phony orchestra, organized on the 'Spot by the
one and only 'Robert Stuart Pigott, stood as
merry a quip as the night saw.—J. FT. S.

Boris of the Cello
Written by H. C.

From a Sketch by Kyle, Dec. 29th.

after the first recital o>f the young
violoncellist in New York, and
though he set forth the aphorism
as one born of his own
genius, it appears that
some musical critic in half
the musical centres of the
British Empire had written
it previously. Oh! to pen
a phrase which shall achieve
wo rid-wide acceptance!
The reason the bold assertion "Boris does not
bore us" touched a responsive chord in the heart otf
the writer oif this paragraph is that most 'cellists
do bore him to exasperation with their jig-saw
rhythms and their nasal
acrid tones. To hear a
mellow, unctuous, persuasive tone from the violoncello is rare. To hear the
eternal mystical questioning
of music, with its fragmentary answers and subtle
evasions voiced in such
a tone is a unique delight. And thus it was
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Busy Day in the Office of the First Editor

Two of the Five Egyptian Friezes Presented by Prankmeister Mitchell at the January Dinner

r

(Flashlight Focuses by M. O. H.) \7 J ' . \ i , ., iV v _ \

HBSB two human friezes represent Literature and Painting. They
are almost needlessly explained.
With three others they were the
sequel to a profoundly
interesting

when, .under the sweeping- bow of Boris, Valentini, a, Roman musician (1570-1654) arrived with
his old 'music. It giave the. soulful ones something of the joy that Robert Browning found in
a certain Toccata of the Venetian composer,
Galuppi. In Valentines Suite in E the 'cellist
showed us that the graceful classic forms could
be made to radiate warmth, yet he preserved the
salon style and did not strive to overload the
gracious work with emotion. Emotion there
was in the Grieg sonata for 'cello and piano, with
its pathetic undertones and plaintive melodies, and
in this piece Boris was as truly modern as in the
first number he was charmingly archaic. Tfhe
responsive touch of that diligent friend of the
club, Richard Taitersall, lent foody to this expression o>f Norwegian poetry- The rendering of the
•group of short numbers by men like Popper and
Boelknan, who have devoted themselves to exploiting the resources of 'cello expression, and

The

talk on Egypt and its politics, given
by Mr. C. T. Currelly, at the
January dinner. The three not reproduced here symbolised Music, Architecture, and Sculpture.
composers like Massenet and Sinding, who thoroughly understand its idioms, was masterly in
its eloquence and variety.
The event of the night, however, was the exhibition of the Happy Family, with omly the
famous and legendary Mark absent. For here
was 'Michael Hambourg, father of musicians, and
himself an artist his boys will hardly surpass in
poetic conception and dignity of execution, p>residing at the pianoforte in Beethoven's Trio in
C minor, with Boris in the 'cello part, and Jan,
of the supple bowing arm and emotional temperament, wooing his warmest tones from hisl violin.
The brilliance and clarity of the elder Ham bourg's
touch, the atmosphere of mature authority which
pervaded his performance, qualified 'him to "lead
all the way," and, taken as a whole, the interpretation showed a mutually responsive ensemble
such as one has seldom heard equalled.

Savage

the insistent, clangorous London, is
L OX'DON,
.left behind at the doors of the Savage Club.

Club

With the lighting of cigars that follows the
chairman's announcement, "Gentlemen, you may
Adelphi Terrace lies in the heart of ithc world- smoke," begins the best entertainment in Lonmetropolis ; yet here the ceaseless roar of traffic don. Varied and rare is the talent, grave and
in the Strand is subdued to a distant undertone. gay, of musician, singer and actor. And afterThe Terrace overlooks the Temple 'Gardens, and wards in the crowded corridors the groups form
the whole noble sweep of the Thames, with —a popular adimiral, a famous engineer, a gourcurving lights on its embankment and rippling met, whose pen laments that ''only three hours
reflections that breask the moving shadows o>f the of the twenty-four are devoted to eating, the rest
bridge. And darkness clothes the distant wharves of the time being frittered away," and men of
and warehouses with beauty in the silence of the all the arts.
wide river.
There is an oft-recorded but pleasant story of
Across the threshold you clasp the welcoming- one wiho writes "reminiscences" .as entertainhand and then—dinner, the Saturday House ingly as he r.icts. Me was seated in a smokeDinner.
room with two brethren of the stage when enThe present king, when Prince of Wales, tered an actor who, amazingly tall and thin and
added his name to the list of distinguished men long of arm and leg, is not unknown at the
who have been entertained as the guest of the Gaiety Theatre, and who exclaimed :
evening at the Savage Club. The guest is a man
"You fellows look gloomy. Hard up, I supof talents, and whether he be a victorious gen- pose. Why don't 3*011 do as I do ? I hire a hall,
eral or a great electrician, if he speaks you will put in a grand piano, stick on my dress clothes,
listen to a man of accomplishments. Dr. Xan- and grive an entertainment. The people crowd
sen, the Arctic explorer, long ago went on in and I clear a hundred pounds.
record : "Had you seen me last June you would
Replied the actor-writer:
have said I was as good a Savage as any of you.
"'Well, you see, we don't all look so funny in
For fifteen months I had not used soap."
dress clothes."
H. M. C
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The Toy Symphony
HE Fdbruai*3' gathering witnessed the first production of an orchestral
T
work b}- the Arts and Letters Club. Ii came a'boiit thus. An extempore feature of the Christmas revels was an orchestra of to} instrur

K t fi 4 c r

ments off the Christmas tree. So mu'oh fun was created that die morning after brought forth the idea of a club orchestra, with the Toy Symphony of Josef Haydn as its premiere number. Haydn's Toy Symphony
is a composition of .curiously reflex meaning. The first time it is rehearsed it looks like a huge diversion for the plaj'-ers. They laugh at
the grotesque humor of the cuckoo, the nightingale and the rattles. With
repeated readings, the merely "characteristic" aspect of it 'deepens into
the significance that this symphony is big in its exposition of the lessons
that life keeps in store for youth. The serious side of it transcends the
humorous devices by which the themes are illustrated, and not only
those who play, but those who listen, take heed to its meanings.
E. Y. W.

Bungalow of Art
^

^

?

4 ^

^

*•: > v » > * * * & *

O up Yonge Street four miles, turn east and walk a mile, and 3-011
come to the Bungalow, the incidental summer home of the Graphic!
Arts Club, and the more or less permanent residence of Tom Greene, \;
who first lived in it as a shack on his own piece of bush—the Thorea-u
of Toronto. Many a wayside painter has sat at Greene's groaning board.
Many a passer-by has wondered what sort of lonery genius inhabited the
place and fathered the colon}'. And the farmers discovered .that they
had a new sort of ratepayer in their midst, whose interest in the soil
was not merely 'furrow deep: the man who made pictures.
Most of the Graphic Arters, whose president is 'Robert Holmes, and
secretaiy^ Tom Mitchell, belong to the club of the big fireplace. A fullfed description of a day at the Graphic Bungalow has 'been crowded out
of this issue through lack of room.
* * *
Back from the prairies at :he dose of the summer of Jpio, C. W.
Jefferys brought a collation of sketch canvases that did the eye'a great
favour. Concerning these—there is some hope that Jefferys" may yet
develop them into what is known us a big new note in Canadian landscape.

Our First Sketch Auction
TT
ME club auction was a triple alliance of peculiar virtues. It was
a
the first time on record that the calcium light had tofoeturned off
owing to the singular effulgence of the picture* themselves. It was also
the first auction sale to serve the purpose of a high-das^ entertaanmenit
—too high for most of us. But above even-thing else, it was the boosters'
one great innings. At the start most of us harked back to the times we
had boosted timidly for native art's sake over at :a King Street auction
room, an-rl had miscalculated the drop of the hammer. But there was

Category of Players
THE KINDER SYMPHONIE
February Dinner, 1911
Violin T.: Jan Hambourg-, Eden
Smith, Fergus Kyle.
Violin II.; Frank C. Smith, Lawren
Harris.
Double bass: Roland Roberts.
Trumtets-: Percy Hollinshead, J.
Humfrey Angfer.
Cuckoos: F. I-I. Torrington, W. K.
Fairclougfh.
Quails: F. Coombs, E d m u n d
Hardv, Harvey Robb.
Nightingales; A. S. Vogt, G. D.
Atkinson, J. W. Beatty, Baise
Smith.
Drums: E. Hahn, Harry Smith.
Triangles: %. Wyly Grier, Vincent
Massey.
.
-•
Rattle; Augustus Bridle.
Piano; Prof. Hambourg".
Conductor: Paul Hahn.

First Production of Shakespeare on our Stage
Scene from a "Midsummer Night's Dream" presented by the "Thisfeian®"
at the February Dinner

run
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only one surprise drop at the
club auction. Apart from it
we fairly revelled in boosting".
For some of us it was a real
joy to make a ten-dollar advance and not get stuck. To
be actually competing against
dollars!
It was intoxicating—for all but those of Scotch
origin.
What could have imparted
this confidence to the boosters?
Perhaps it was the submergence of the calcium. For the
pictures themselves seemed to
glower with a supernatural
glow, which was caused, no
doubt, by the pronunciation of
a word by some one who looked like Roy Mitchell. And that
word sounded like 1-u-m-i-no-s-i-t-y. It started in a whimper, and was taken up by one
or two who simulated expres-

L-U-M-I-N-O-S-I-T-Y
The Auction, as seen by Tom McLean

sions of comprehension. Then
it spread rapidly across the
surface of the assembly, and
as it spread the pictures seemed to gain in brilliance, until
even the low tones of Williamson's "Interior'' could be seen
by Bell-Smith, sitting in the
front row. Other tones <inc\
passages could be heard and
felt from time 1o time in the
darkest cozy corners of the
hall, with the result that e\cry
picture basked in an unearthly radiance, and the boosters boosted with heavenly zeal.
So that in the end, after the
thirty and one pictures had
been sold, Treasurer Defries
wiped something from his
brow and announced in a
falsetto voice, a total of eight
hundred and twenty - seven
dollars. Requiescat in pace
N. McT.

A Ballad of Lunch
HEN the cloak of St. James points to one,
W
Then my fancy turns lightly to eating,
As the thing of all things I have done
That will besit 'bear repeating;
And I think of the boys at .the^cktb, and the way
that the viands are fleeting.

So I seize coat and hat and I run,
And arrive with my heart in a. flutter,
Lest the work of destruction be done,
And the ruin 'be utter;
Lest Mitchell have stolen my roll, and Button
have got all the butter.
Mrs. Hall and the Fates have been kind,
Jan Hambourg has shown us some mercy.
Half a bun and a napkin I find
Beside Hollinshead, Percy,
Who in technical language explains why the
Leafs met defeat in New Jersey.
"Bill O'Hara and Shaw had the jinks"—
In the meantime I hunt for a ticket,
While CMcTavish is telling of drinks
That he drank with the wicked,
And Wattie is giving the boys the latest report
from Bob Pigott.
Soon the air becomes tmisty with smoke
From pipes and the stogies they sell us;
At ten cents apiece they're a joke,
But the vendors are zealous,
And the profits all go to the club—or, at least,
so they tell its.
I aim due at the office at two,
But in spite of intentions I tarry
And procrastinate—aid the Smiths do,
Baise, Frank, Eden, and Harry—
The piano tempts Gadssby to sing—yes, his vibra
suggests Caimpanari.

Buit the best things must come to an end,
Even journalists cannot stay- idle;
We earn part of the salaries we spend—
All excepting Gus Bridle,
For the Lord counts .the sparrows that fall, and
each day gives Augustus his seidel.
UEnvm
Let us pray that when Death takes us off
Where the answer is read to the riddle,
We'll all meet at the lunch up aloft,
Every man with a fiddle,
And our President there with a harp, and a pretty
pink scarf round his middle.
P. O. D.

A Poet from Pa.
ITHOUT keeping a logbook of distinguished
W
visitors at the club since Christmas last,
we are not forgetting the blow-in of Tom Daly,

poetic and humoristic wizard of the Catholic
Standard and Times, Philadelphia, a book of
whose dago and Irish poems is in the club library.
Tom had his gloves on for the Secretary, who
was inflicted with his acquaintance on board ship
last fall. Down at the Chateau Frontenac, in
Quebec, just before the part}" broke up, the Secretary remarked to Daly:
"So glad to have known you, Daly, while you
are still obscure. Some da)", when you are
famous—"
Tom's reply is unprintable. During his brief
stay in the club he managed to recite a number
of his own verses and to leave an indelible desire among the members that he might soon come
back.
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brushing past us and pressing 'forward in
an uncertain way through the darkness, the
air became almost heavy with ominous
mystery.
"A blind man knows the night and feels
the constellations," and in that darkness
and silence we became conscious of tragedy
—the silence spoke of it, the darkness made
it visible.
The artist has prepared his audience.
So far he has pla}red upon the emotions in
Nature's own way, but everything is
"without form and void." Now he touches
the sense and the intellect. Now we see
and hear and partly understand. But even
still, and throughout the whole progress
of the piece indeed, what comes to the intellect is only a gentle shower, while it
iloods the imagination with a full tide of
suggestion. Sights and sounds strike the
sense in only an indefinite way; they serve
mainly to dispose our minds so that we
"see visions and dream dreams."
Impression of Maeterlinck's "Interior," recorded by Beatty
It is all abstract—the concrete images
from the Presentation on April 29th
that the artist has to use make only a
Scenic Drop Painted by W. Drake on a Huge
momentary impression upon the sense and
Expanse of Brown Paper
then dissolve into an abstraction that enters the
"Interior"—An Appreciation
soul and stays there.
By One of the Actors in the Back Row
It is all impersonal. We are only somewhat
" HP HERE was silence in heaven
aibout the passively concerned about those who come before
3
A space of half an hour.' lit was at the us in the action of the piece. Only for the moopening of the last seal. There is a stillness ment they are individual beings, with joys and
precedes a storm.
sorrows of their own; then they become transAnd when those of iiis unacquainted with this
formed into symbols. Only for the moment we
thing of Maeterlinck's found ourselves suddenly
s}-mpathize with them in a personal way, then
enveloped in an absence of sound we felt our
the personal element fades and our sympathies
nerves tighten. Art's symbolism, even the sim- are transferred easily, naturally, unconsciously,
plest, like the cross or the palm branch, must to the great humanity that they symbolize.
be translated by the intellect before it can reach
The imirror is indeed held up to Nature, but
the emotions; but that prolonged prelude of sil- it reflects only the ess-encc of 'Nature. Maeterence was like a bit of nature's own symbolism, linck's is a magic mirror that absorbs the
that our.primal instinct makes plain to us. And material and the personal in the realism that is
when, gradually, it was broken at intervals by projected into it and reflects only the spirit,
the movement of hurrying but hesitating figures which'is the supreme reality.
\ R. .H.4
Cast of Players:
Old Man, J. Harry Smith; Stranger, Guy V. Mitchell; Mary, M]ss
Alice Rothwell; Martha, Miss Nellie Jefferis; Mother, Miss Topley Thomas; Daiightcrs
of the House, Miss Olive Hett and Miss Sylvia McAllister: Peasants, etc.; Director, Roy
Mitchell; Stage Manager, E. Y. Watson.

T h e

C l u b ' s

M
it came to us from the combined genius of
Maeterlinck and Mitchell, I should like to put
Y DEAR EDITOR:

Apropos of "Interior," as

in a word on the relation of that kind of production to the Arts and Letters Club.
Limitations are imposed upon us, but even
these seem to have their virtues.
In the first place: In a production om a
theatre stage we are essentially spectators, whereas in "Interior," largely as a result of its
being played "in ojur midst," we became in a
way intimate participants in the action. And
this should apply with equal felicity in the case
of many others of the wonderful things that
our dramatic wizard seems to have up his fruitful sleeve.
In the second place: Limitation in size or
equipment of our stage seems to be not without
its virtue. (The more crude is a symbol, so long

D r a m a

as it is intelligible, the greater is its effectiveness.) The golden cross set with precious stones
invites criticism as a specimen of the jeweler's
art, and in a corresponding degree loses its
force as a reminder of the Great Sacrifice. But
our staige, making no pretensions in the way of
exterior embellishment, disarms criticism in this
direction, and leaves the mind free to concentrate with the greater intensity upon: things that
may be of moire importance.
So it would seem that our conditions 'must
lend themselves more happiry to the presenta-r
tion of things of a certain type than >do ©rdinan
theatre conditions, and that there exists through
the very limitations imposed the possibility of
ojur availing ourselves of much work of the
highest l i t e r a l and dramatic and -ethical importance that would otherwise be lost to us.
Yours fraternally,
R. HOLMES.
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A Poem of Things Undone
T'hait when his own day is done,
When linto his Father's keeping
He commits his long last sleeping,
With this own toys every one
Left disordered on the floor;
His machines that wouldn't go,
Though he tried and worried so.
All unfinished—yes; and m o r e Work that waited 'for his hand,
Things he didn't understand—
Then, perhaps, in loneliness
Iii the ultimate distress,
As .his wandering spirit slips
With a tremor ;of the lips,
One will lean across his bed,
Put a hand upon his head,
And his Father say—Well done
Little Son.
A. S.

" ITTLE SIGN,
-d When the stormy day is done
'•And you stumble up the stairs.
When your golden head is ibent
In the jumble o;f your prayers;
Drowsy head—but reverent.
And about one all your toys
As you left them: the brown horse
In a corner of .the wall
Nods -defiant at your nurse.
The machine that wouldn't go
Standing helpless in the hall;
While your -blocks, in formal row,
Range their lines belligerent
Round a painted regiment.
Little Son,
All the mystery of sleep
Broods above 3*0ur eyelids now,
All forgetting in the deep
Peacefulness: above yojur brow;
•Gone 3rour elfin smiles and .tears,
Disappointoents—'hopes—and fears,
Praise and (blame and sudden joys;
Other little girls and boys
Lie behind you, ais you rest,
Face into the pillow pressed,
Like some rare and precious bloom
In the shadow of the room.
So, beside the tumbled bed,
•Mute with wonder and with love,
Daddy sits with 'bended head,
Breathes a praj^er to One above,

ON'T kick him, You
D
may ibe the most
maligned and least ap-

Words Wanted
The fireplace requires a motto. Some member
of this clu'b is destined to club immortality iby
having his sentiments inscribed indelibly upon
the stones of the house of fire. The Publications Committee ihave opened a tourney to
which any member, whatever his medium, is invited to send an original motto, whether in prose
or verse, not to exceed fifty words nor be less
than twenty-five; said mottoes to be typewritten
and signed with a pseudonym, and afterwards
judged by an impartial comimittee of three men.
The sooner mottoes begin .to come in—the better.

Regardlng the Toad

tinctive lied of every
evening chorus from the
weedy, stagnant water.
preciated of all evolved
After the romance of
beings yourself
some
spring he struggles and
day. Just now the 'toad
hops stolidly about tryis a privileged partaker
ing to live down the evil
Of the uses of that adreputation with which
versity. "Ugly and venShakespeare has brandomous, wears yet a preed him.
cious jewel in his head,"
Young toads are hatchsaid the Duke in the
ed from long, clear,
' Wears yet a Precious Jewel in His Head
Forest of Ardcn. The
bead-like strings of subDelineation by F. J.
toad is neither ugly nor
merged eggs, and durvenomous, -but when he divests himself of his ing tadpole days associate freely with confused
skin a newly exposed spot may 'glisten a moment shoals of undeveloped frogs, newts, mud puppies,
like a jewel in the moonlight. As a utilitarian, he and salamanders. When, with growing responpulls off )his discarded skin and swallows it, that sibilities, gills are discarded for lungs and tails
nothing be wasted. Talk about the fragments for legs, the little toads taike to the /land in
thereof! He 'captures a fly 'by a wonderful swarms, shrinking everywhere from the desiccatsleight of—tongiue (I almost said ''hand") per- ing _ sunlight. A shower may tempt them forth,
formance. You see the toad and the fly and one reviving the theory of their descent from the
of them disappears. No hitman eye has ever clouds.
seen that tongue in motion, but the camera '1ms
Toads grow slowly to maturity and ma}- attain
caug'ht it. A rolling grain of shot may be licked two score years. Time has /brought their vindicaup inadvertently, ibut not to the extent of Sam tion, as it does sometimes to the falsely slanSmiley's jumping frog. r
dered. Like all animated ibeings, they eat and
The toad sleeps awa} the winter, which is are eaten. As the seer, good old Walt. Whitprobably -the best use to which it can be devoted, man, has said, in his crowning eulogy, they are
and responds to the reviving warmth, making -his satisfied, not demented with the mania, of ownway to some convenient pool. There he calls to ing things. And not one is industrious or
his mate in a loud, long shrill tremulo, the dis- respectable over the whole earth. S. T. W. ?
f t . .
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Vox Populi and Pictures
A FABLE OF CRITICISM PROVOKED BY A RECENT ART SHOW

HY is the vox populi always the vox
W
diaboli when the matter in hand is pictures? I have known perfectly respectable

fathers of families who admired Bouguereau.
I knew a sidesman in a church who owned a
Leader. And on several occasions I have encountered persons who admired Guido Reni,
Carlo Dolci, Fritti and Mr. Percy Craft: and
these persons were not fugitives from justice.
I iknow a leader of public opinion who papers
his walls with prints from Sir J. E. Millais'
most popular (therefore worst) creations. And,
without the aid of restoratives, I have more
than once recovered from the effects of the question, "Do you admire the work of Harlow
White ?"
It seems to be possible to admire Murillo to
the neglect of •Giorgione, and not only to escape
obloquy but to 'be positively "in the swim."
Thousands of people who 'batten on pictorial
crimes have escaped the gallows, and go about
the world with the chuckling "consciousness that
they may not be right, but, at all events, they
"know what they like" in a picture show.
'Now, it was hoped that the fine Art Gallery
) at the Canadian National Exhibition would gradj ually lead the uninformed to a gentle toleration
of what was noble in pictorial art, if no more
could be expected. Has this been the case ? Not
yet, we fear. This year's collection, lacking, as
it did, pictures of a strikingly sensational kind
(with the notable exception of Waugh's fine
"Buccaneers") was replete with examples of
masterly paintings shown in the illustration of
themes not of the literary or anecdotal kind.

But how avid of the anecdote the people still
are! Dickens, or, 'better still, Walter Scott,
would have eclipsed in a brief paragraph the
conscientiously elaborated scene, "When did you
last see your father?" But which of your Kiplings or Hagigards could gratify the lust of the
eye as Brangwyn did in his "Slave Market" ?
Which of the most staccato of modern journalists can paint the jumble of -types, colors, and
costumes at an English "Horse Fair" with the
inspired energy of Geo. Lambert? But this little
masterpiece was passed unnoticed in the room
where Walter Langfley's Cornish love story picture—a commonplace canvas—absorbed the popular interest. The iblazing "Slave Market" challenged the ignoramus for a brief instant: but
the restraint and distinction of Orpen's
"Knacker's Yard" would not induce him to
pause, unless that he might pronounce it "ugly."
"It is by the passionate few that the renown
of genius is keot alive," says Arnold Bennett,
speaking of literature; and unquestionably the
same may be said in relation to painting. And
when the "passionate few" are in accord with
the management of the Exhibition, about such
exceptionally good "sensation" pictures as
Waugh's "Buccaneers," Orchardson's "'Cenci/' or
Constant's "Herodiade," let the combined counsel prevail. But in Heaven's name, don't let us
be discouraged or less zealous in our insistence
upon the inclusion of only what is fine in an
exhibition which, if it panders not to the mob,
may rival the great international galleries of the
world.

Black and White
HE Graphic Arts Club has been shaking
T
hands with itself over the 'success of the
exhibition of "black and white" and illustrative

art at the big Fair, said exhibition, according to
custom, having been held under the auspices of
the club. It was a bigger show than its predecessors of the past five years, and a better show,
'tis said; from the standpoint of popular interest
—which, of course, is an essential viewpoint at
(he Canadian National Exhibition—it was admittedly A -No. i at Lloyds. And it was "arty"
too, as the Arts and Letter sticklers will be
gratified to learn; that is to say, it included
many works which not only were interesting to
the primal savages who infested the place, but
which also, on account of craftsmanship, claimed
the attention of folk, who, by reason of a moire
extended acquaintanceship with things pictorial,
were able to take a deeper and wider and longer
and thicker interest in the things.
One of the "pee-ayces dee resistomgce" was
the group of Frank Craig drawings made for
Harper's Magazine—the same number that included a strong story by our own Alan Sullivan
—and sent up here at the kind suggestion of the
English illustrator. Joseph Pennell's etchings
were a delight, as were also his lithograph drawings of Niagara and the one of the Coronation,
made in the Abbey. The same may be said of
the other contributions by individual British ar-

tists, whose works were frequently contrasted
with the large exhibition by some of the wellknown crackerjacks of the American Society of
Illustrators, of which Arthur Hemiing is one.
(.And the club is mightily indebted to Mr. Heming for using his influence to bring the collection here.)
The Graphic, Illustrated London News,
Sphere, and several other big London publishers,
including Punch and Sir Henry Button's Oassell \
Co., sent along a glorious display of current illus- !
traition.
The Canadian end was well represented.
Among the etchings were several by Clarence
Gaignon and Frank and Caroline Armington, of
outstanding excellence.
NEPLUS.

E are indebted to Mr. W. S. B. Armstrong,
W
secretary of the Guild of Civic Art, for
a comprehensive report of what, during the past

few months, the Guild has been doing to beautify
Toronto. The book is well worth reading, especially to those who may have had the notion that
the Guild has been neglecting the useful little
thing's for the sake of a few big schemes. In the
carrying out of all useful projects to make this
city better worth while to live in, the Guild may
count on the practical endorsation of this club.

run
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C. T. Currelly says the Pyramids were raised
by the power of music. The half-ton lintel of
this fireplace was hoisted, while P. Hollinshead
Construction commenced
Aug. 28th, 1911
at the piano sang, "Anybody here seen Kelly?"
Lintel raised
Aug. 31st, "
"Not composition ?" said a connoisseur. "Well,
Flue through the wall
Sept. 6th, "
it's a remarkable, imitation—isn't it?"
Completed
Sept. 18th, "
"What's that ?" said one of the Tory members. "Ohio sandstone in this club? Throw it
HEN we explored our rooms last year to out!"
see how we could fit them for our use, the
B,ut one comforted him by announcing for a
large room's big' blank wall, once furnish- club motto (to be carved on the facade: "In
ed by the judge's bench, seemed bare and cold. Reciprocity is Strength."
Its cheerlessness cried
There was a fireplace picture at the Fair and
out for warmth, and its name was "Elijah's 'Sacrifice." Which brought
although the time was to the mind of one who sees "sermons in stones"
mid-summer, in our and puns in everything:
mind's eye we saw
"I say, is it to be 'Elijah's Sacrifice' or the
how there perhaps the 'Mantel oif Elijah? 5 "
blazing 'hearth might
"I wonder if it will draw?" said a painter.
burn. 'We saw the
"Rather better than some of the artists/' said
judge's seat, where a scribe.
cold stern fact alone
"Bully!" said La wren Harris, back from >Muswas tolerated, dis- koka,
"Bully!"
solve—and in its place
Harry Smith, squinting up the four-inch
a dreamy hearth ap- smoke
slit:
pear, with glowing
"No chance to go up the flue if we're pinched
logs therein to house
by the police."
our oddest fancies.
Some smoked up it to see if it would draw.
Following the good- They
wot not that the chimney vent was closed.
advice to build foundations under our castles in the air, we set to
work to find a footing for our hearth-stone, or
if the solid earth was too far away, to see how
we could hang our building in the air. Then we
found in this case, again, the reality of our dream
to be no light weight. When clothed in masonry
it would require a peg to hang it on the wall
stronger than even De Bouton's armour needed.
\Ve got two steel pegs, each strong enough to
hold up more than twenty tons, and wedged them
through the wall between large stones. On these
The Eternal
we built the bracket stones, curved out to hold
Grouch
a hood to carry off the smoke.
To help the wall hold down our weighted pegs,
Decoration by J.E.H. McD.
behind it we built the heavy chimney so that the
fireplace with its flue rides astride. The pegs
HEN we've conquered the air and have
are but iron stirrups for its feet. The smoke flue
harnessed the winds,
is large enough to allow even Wood to play
And have waterfalls robbed of their looks,
Santa Claus, though the fireplace's throat would
hardly pass up even Ariel Button. The firebrick When we've hunted the birds and the animals
wild
arch is bent forward and the throat narrowed to
Till they're nothing but names in old books,
strain out all the smoke and let it ascend, but
leave the heat reflected in the room. Often fireplaces act without reflection. We trust our fire- When the seven great seas have been probed to
the deeps
place will better understand the club's spirit
And the tale of the stars has been told;
E. S.
When we've tunnelled right through this old
earth and have made
rireplace Mippantries
A machine to locate all its gold.

The Great Fireplace

W

W

DLAN'S_ being submitted to the County Com- When we've civilized earth's most uncivilized
*
missioners, one looked up from the Secretribes,
tary's letter and carefully sca'nning the deputaAnd have -made of its languages one,
tion said with becoming shrewdness:
When the knowledge we've gained is so thorough
"Well—will this fireplace be artistic?"
and vast,
First sod was turned by the Secretary, in the
That there's nothing new under the sun.
absence of the President, chucking a shovelful
of debris into the hole in the floor. The shovel When the ladder of progress we've raised to the
at once_ became the property of the club and was
skies
thrust into the arms of the armoured gentleman,
And can worship the goddess of ease,
vvho.se grandfather had a fireplace in the middle Some old grouch who looks back to the present
of the floor.
may sigh
Said the ice-man to Mrs. Ball :
For "old days" that "were better than these."
"What's it to be—an elevator?"
W. A. C.
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Canadian Art Club
HE Canadian (Art Club's exhibition, -which
T
opened on March 3rd, was different in some
essential features 'from those of :fo rimer years.

Only two of the rooms of the Public Library
were utilized. Russell and Williamson were not
among the contributors. The result was a sort
of dominating flavor of landscapes throughout
the show. One missed the weight, the large simplicity
of life-sized figure work. Fortunately,
f
the landscape and landscape-with-figure was
good.
Archie Browne's poetically hazy generalizations of landscape are refreshing visions, after
closing the door upon the clatter of College
Street. Are they the complete revelation of the
temperament of Browne, or a phase of his evolution—wayside records of a march "to something more virile and more compelling?
Birymner's "Sea Foam" struck a new note. A
generalization again: but, this time, of the figure
—the nude. It is the kind of picture that reminds us< how little work of an imaginative kind
we do.
Brownell paints charming landscape of an
honest kind, with
something of the .poet's vision
and something1 of the earnest student's loving research. Of J. W. Morrice it is hard to speak
candidly without disturbing some of the glamour
which seems to be a necessary accompaniment
to the full appreciation of his work. But a
newer addition to the ranks—Ernest Lawson—
was quite captivating in his "Snowbound Boats,"
which united a fine logical realism with some
subtle essence of temperament in a modest canvas that made a hit.
Clarence Gagnon was versatile in his five
varying exhibits, the two street scenes- 'being
especially noteworthy. "Sow and Pigs," by Horatio Walker, was worthy of a big reputation;
and the same may be said of the smaller contributions, "A Road" and "Winter Evening," by
Homer Watson.

E. W. GrU t

O. S. A. and Other Shows
AST spring it was decided by a few of the
L
O. S. A. members in the club that the man
who paints a picture is the best man to explain

to the public what the picture means. Twenty
painters or more put down in words what they
were driving at in their pictures. These confessions were published in a daily newspaper
and circulated by leaflets among those who normally wander with vacant eye throughr a show
regarding the pictures in the light of w all paper.
But pictures are not tapestries and wall
papers; and the exhibition of the O.S.A., last
winter, managed by members of this club, was
a sort of esthetic eye-opener. There is no space
to go into individual criticism. As a matter of
fact the man who was supposed to have done
this chore for The Lamps preferred not to do
it. This is cause for lament. Sound the pibroch.
Lest the bagpipes wail. Archie Broon, of the
Clan Broon, was to have written the O.S.A.

for such reason as Grier did the Canadian Art
Club show. But being up to the eyes in canvases
for his own show just at that precise time, he
failed to get more than a glance at the gallery,
and was not presumptuous enough to hang a
criticism thereupon.
#

:1s

*

A number of us got a good survey of the
private show for public purposes held by J. Arch.
Browne up in his top-roof studio on King Street.
This studio is a devil of a long way from the
sidewalk, but the climb was well worth the price
of admission. From that particular elevation we
got a supenb view of landscapes without using
even a window. Perhaps few ibut the painters
are able to know the oddly lotos-eating spell
that Browne weaves into those haunted phantomish landscapes of his, where the trees melt
indefinably into the haze, and the haze creeps
off into the sky, and the sky looks mellowly at
its own image in the placid mirror of the water.
Once, too, in a frlue moon you might 'behold a
Browne moon done by other than J. Arch, of
the 'Clan; but the moons of Browne are the kind
that smell of harvest apples and of niiuskmelons,
of luscious dews on the highlands and fogs on
the low, of Indian summer, and a world wherein
a street car is as much of an intrusion as a skyscraper.
* * *
It was about the same time of the moon when
George Chavignaud held his water-color show
down at 'Mackenzie's. To say the least, this was
a rather deceptive show. Not being expert on
the finesse of water-colors one wandered into
the little show fancying that at least half a dozen
of them were oils.
"No, no," said 'Chavignaud. "Those big ones
are not oils."
He proceeded to tell why. Matter for regret
that this issue of The Lamps has not space
enough to set forth the technique of the elucidation. But if any member of the club desires to
know the last word on the water-color question let
him take Chavignaud aside at lunch some day.
There seems to be as much difference between
a water-color and an oil as between a Haydn
minuet and a Beethoven symphony; but George
has made some water-color sonatas—of which
more presently.
* * *
Due to the rush of imere /business the writer
of this did not get to two other shows held by
members of this club; one by George A. Reid, of
whom it is needless to say much on general
principles; one 'by 'Messrs. Manly and Fred Brig-,~
den, which was the only two-man show held this
year. There is considerable philosophy in a twoman show, when the men are mated so wisely
ais Manly and Brigden. Each of these men has
his own poetic interpretation of nature.
Several of the architects in the cluib have been
and still are engaged upon works of public interest. A future number of The Lamps may
contain appreciations of some of these. Two
firms are at work on college buildings. Most of
us have rather concrete opinions about architecture. The Lamps will be glad to get any sanely
constructive opinions on any phase of that great
subject.
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Extra-Mural Music
HP I ME and space are not sufficient
*' to describe the rendering -of the
biggest musical new thing in the
Canadian musical season of 1910-11
—the Verdi Requiem, done by the
Mendelssohn Choir and (the Thomas
Orchestra. Here was a painting and
a Gothic architecture in sound such
as could be heard nowhere in America except in Toronto. The work
will be given again this season.
The evolution of so rare a form
of art from more than two 'hundred
voices may bear more or less definite relation to the production of a
masterpiece in painting from a variety of colours. But it would take
more than a critic of either music Last Winter the Finest Chamber Music Corps in the World, the Flonzaley
Quartette, Lunched at the Club and Kindly Sent this Picture.
or painting to establish the relation.
Certainly in each there is the working amid diversity to the complete expression arrived. By the aid of a ladder they climbed to
of an idea: which in the case of the music is the gallery to lift down the Japanese rarity.
partly that of the composer, and much that of
Then, as they stood and scanned over the
the other creative individual, the interpreter.
stovepipe, and the sugar scoop helmet, and the
Two vears ago the club spent part of an even- whisk that stuck in it for a Plantagenet broom,
ing talking up the possibilities o«f the Toronto they gave vent to lines never heard on any -stage.
Symphony Orchestra, several of whose members
There was a yarn about this in the Dramatic
we have on the list. At every concert of the Mirror, but the yarn was considerably twisted.
orchestra since that time -may have been seen
members of this club, who were among the
rirst to recognize what a big constructive work
Heming's Black and White
Frank and his band, with the able aid of
R
Mi. H. C. Cox, are doing for native music. This f t / I - ARTHUR HEMIXG held an exhibition
of black and white illustrations at Roberts'
season will include eleven regular symphony concerts. The only trouble, so -far as the ckub is Galleries, in March of this year. Mr. Heming's
concerned, is that so much work keeps Welsman work is absolutely sincere, frank, and straightand some of his men much away from the relax- forward, with a directness of aim that gives
what was sought for with the least display of
ation of the club.
^ Nor will it be forgotten that at the birth of technique. A most pleasing thing aibout these
this club the Toronto String Quartette gave the pictureis^ (for pictures they surely are) is that
most important musical part of the programme. the subjects which inspired them are truly of
Several times individual members of the quar- this country, and the knowledge upon which
tette have ably helped out club evenings, and the they are based must have required not alone a
whole quartette played at the club a year ago. keen observation, but a number of years of study
in the North. The incident of the Northland.
the cold crispness of its snows, the suggestion
of. mystery and bigness, and the character in
the animal heads is done in a perfectly simple
A Fake in Armour
and masterly way. One wishes that they had
been done in colour, or, rather., that the ''colour"
ITCHELL'S-armoured knight, Sir Henri le
in these black and whites were better underBouton, has become a romance. 'Early stood and felt.
this summer he came within an ace of going on
L. H.
the stage. Which was the result of a casual
visit from• Percy Haswell, who, one. day last
NY member of the club who has not seen tfie
winter, being entertained: at tea by the secretary
latest publicly exposed work of Walter
and a few members, observed the Plantagenet .Allward will find it some inspiration to stand for
perched ttipon the gallery, and, being deceived by a while at the foot of University Avenue. It
distance, aften wards thought it might be a good
was_ hoped to have a reproduction of the South
feature for her stock setting of "Old Heidel- African Veterans' Memorial in this is'sue, but
berg." William Drake, (being a practical joker, the camera was not equal to the task, and the
said to the property man at the Alexandra:
picture turned out badly. The camera is not to
"'Now, that's a very rare bit of old Japanese blame. One's feelings in the presence of so
armour. It's at least fifteen hundred years old beautiful a monument of fine architectural deand cost anywhere from five to seven thousand sign and profound patriotic as weM as spiritual
dollars. I'd advise you to take along an extra conception would require a much more poetic
man when you move it. The club wouldn't have camera than has yet been invented. It is—Art;
it dinted ifor the world."
of the kind that will instruct and perhaps inspire
"Props" was so impressed that he took to unborn generations of Canadians with added
brooding upon the 'responsibility. Instead of tak- respect 'for the bigness—yes, the greatness—of
ing one "super" he 'got three. The lour men this country.
1.
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What the Club is Doing
Continued from the First Page
plied. Somic of those who did not asked for
more enlightenment. The time was late in the
season. With a guarantee above -the expected
average from a 'minority of the musicians, it was
thought best to postpone the outside concert
scheme until another year.
The committee still exists: Chairman, Dr.
Vogt; Messrs. Cringan, Tattersall, -Coombs, Atkinson, Galloway and Hambourg. It is proposed
by the committee to give perhaps two select programmes in the club, for which an admission fee
may be charged.
T is not possible to forget the Saengerfound,
5Coombs,
who, last year, under the able direction of F.
did a number of inspiriting things at

some of the dinners, and rehearsed still more
for a programme which did not come off. Twentyone men belong to this corps of singers: Tenor
L—P. Hollinshead, Albert David, Thos. Bikon,
Owen Staiples; Tenor II.—J. E. Middleton, H.
S Palmer, Geo. Dixon, Prof. Leathes, H. G. D.
Lee; Bass L—McLean Borthwick, E. Wyly
Grier, T. W. 'McLean, Harry Smith, W. H. Elliott, R MacKekan, Moriey Wicket*; Bass II.—
D. Linden, James Kitchener, Jules Wegman,
Augustus Bridle. It is the intention to make this
conspiracy of singers a real fireside feature for
this season.
'

The Library

S

LOWLY but surely the club library -grows.
We have now upwards of a hundred volumes,
most of them individual books representing the
idiosyncrasy of the giver. There is not room
enough in this issue to detail which book was
given by what member; neither, as yet, are the
books numerous enough to make a catalogue.
There is still room for more than a hundred volumes in the bookcase presented by Mr. Frank
MaoMahon. By next spring this vacancy should
be occupied. Conspicuous among the gifts are
a complete -set of "The Makers of Canada," from
H. Sproatt; a set of Stevenson, from W. Mowbray; of Charles Lamb, from Vincent Massey.
We expect to accumulate the best art library
in Canada; one in which any member may regale
himself upon any phase of art for which he has
a liking.
We are still indebted to Mr. Robert Scott for
regular consignment of "Punch" and "The
Academy."
Paul Halm sends "Musical Canada."
Tlie "Studio," which was to have been customarily supplied from the Graphic Arts Club,
has been neglected. "Jugend," which came generously for a while, has been discontinued. We
need it.
•Mr. Frank Gray promises a periodical supply
of the new imperialistic quarterly, "The Round
Table."
ERE'S to the kitchen—which never a day
since October last has failed to give
every man his due.
"I'm sure the bill of fare is as good as the
•Chateau Fronteroac," said a visitor.
Twenty kind ladies—mainly the wives of

H

members-—have been diligently preserving fruit
for the club pantry; for the management of which
much thanks is due Messrs. Mitchell and Henry
Button.

Generalla

F

OLLOWING the Secretary's resolution on
efficiency at the April, dinner, G. 'A. jReid
pounded a scheme for the redecoration of the
main hall A meeting of architects and artists
enthusiastically discussed the scheme. Opinions
differed. The fireplace was considered on the
whole a better way. But Mr. Reid's idea 'proved
a decided stimulus.
After a winter of yellow lights from the cove
it was decided by a special committee of the
executive that we must 'have more light. The
hundred and twenty common lamps were taken
down and sixty Tungstens ins-tailed. . For the
sake of good pictures Tungsten reflectors were
hung to the walls. Gustav Hahn has designed a
drop for the ceiling. All the back rooms and
the cellar have been wired. The lighting1 of the
hall is now as good as the acoustic properties,
which are the finest in Toronto.
In the matter of members. Months ago we
reached the limit of one hundred and seventyfive, with fifty on a waiting list. Since April
no baillo'tings have been held.
The cigar and tobacco stand has declared a
dividend, which will be invested in the (business.
Beatty declares that the nexit dividend will be
appreciably smaller, unless some members are
a little more accurate in their bookkeeping.

Annual Statement of Finance.
CAPITAL

RECEIPTS

Entrance fees
Picture sale.
Loans.. .

:...

DISBURSEMENTS

Club Improvements
Furnishings.

$ 690.00
825 .00
250.00
— $ 1765 .co

$1082. 79
548.41
•
INCOME

RECEIPTS

Annual fees, iqio-i 1 . . . . . .
Non-resident fees
Arrears of fees, 1909-10....
Profit on Lunches
.
" " The L a m p s " . . .
" Meetings . . . . . . .

$1416.00
12.00
40.54
50.00
3.16
115.07

DISBURSEMENTS

Current Expenses

1631.20 . $133.80

1636.77
937-75
—

6QQ.Q£-

Balance of Cash on hand.

$83^.82

ASSETS
Cash in Bank
$832.82
Furnishings
100.00
Fees for 1910-11 unpaid and
estimated to yield
..
250.00
$ 1 1 8 2 . 8 2

•••

••

LIABILITIES
Loans from Members.
$250.00
Rent to 1st Oct., 1911, unpaid
183.33
—

.

.

4 3 3 - ? } .

.

Audited and found correct,
H. A. CLARK
H. BUTTON
October 3rd, 1911

$ 7 4 9 , 4 * ?

•

• • •

'

••';•

••

Acton Pu lishing Co.. Limited
Montreal
Toronto

1
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DECEMBER, 1911
Once Again Christmas
By Albert Carman
Decoration by T. G. Greene

Christmas, merry gentlemen!
Christmas once more!
Christmas comes to us from
W HETHER
Dickens or the departmental store, whether it was made-in-Germany—which

J

j

i
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would be a shrewd guess—in Judaea, or was sired
by the Saturnalia, it has, at any rate, come.
We notice a difference in the social atmosphere.
The_ ship of life has run into a Gulf Stream.

Geniality—even if its sources be artificial or

commercial—is "catching"; and we can no
more help "passing it on" than one can warm
himself at a generous fireplace and still keep
a frozen edge on his spirit. If you would
protect your "grouch," warm yourself, at a
radiator—or spend your Christmas in a hotel.

Christmas is a Feast which can never be eaten alone. Sit down to it,
solus, and it resolves itself into commonplace food and drink. Nor am I
thinking only of the "misfits" we scatter about so fatuously at Christmas
when I say that,_ under the spell of this season, it seems good philosophy to
declare that " I t is more blessed to give than to receive."
Though it is a poor saying for a "Club" organ, the real bouquet of
Christmas can only be tasted at home. It is the festival of the hearthstone.
Away from home, there may be jollity and plum pudding; but there cannot
be Christmas. I have sought it elsewhere; and I know. You do not like
that " I " ? That is mere English pharisaism. We all want to say " I " at
times; and I propose to do so now.
I have gone at midnight on Christmas Eve through the Land of Eternal
Youth where one may hunger or sorrow or die, but never be dull—the Quartier
Latin—-up to prim old St. Sulpice to greet Christmas amidst the tinkling
of altar bells and the odour of sanctity; but—for me—it was not there. I
have seen sentimental Germans bring a Christmas Tree from the Fatherland
to sunny Nice, and afterward plant it as an exotic in the pension garden. I
have sat in the dim spaces of the matchless and measureless Seville Cathedral
and heard the bells away up in the starless dark that compassed the dizzy
topof the Giralda Tower clang out the glad news that Christmas hadlcome
again. I have gone to Bethlehem and seen the marble Manger and the cobwebbed windows which the rival Christian sects will permit neither of them
to clean lest thereby it establishes a claim to them; but never did I find
Christmas.
And, all the time, it was waiting for me at home.
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Then Came Fire
In Four Scenes and an
Overture
On the seventh of October, IQII, the
greatest fireplace in Canada was dedicated;
a house of fire designed by Mr. Eden Smith,
chairman of the House Committee of this
Club; its inaugural drama made, presented
and illustrated by club members; book by
Alan Sullivan, incidental music by Leo
Smith, Mus. Bac; staging by Roy Mitchell
and staff; sketches and caricatures by
Smithson Broadhead, photographs by M. O.
Hammond.
The said piece is herewith
printed as a contribution to the illustrated
literature of fire; showing how the progress
of man to the age of electricity has been
milestoned by his discovery and utilization
BOOK BY ALAN SULLIVAN

of flame.

MUSIC BY LEO SMITH

INCANTATION
Sung by Percy Hollinshead
E sing of fire, the master and servant of men.
Prom the ages it comes pregnant with meaning and mystery to all who understand.
The fires of lightning and storm and of the
strong earth opening with flames of its inmost self,
while man hid in caves or fled from the red death
that pursued him.
* * *
The rest of the Preludic Incantation is printed
in four parts, each at the head of the respective
scene to which it belongs; each part being sung by
voices behind the curtain as an introduction to the scene.

(Takes flint and chips carefully along face of axe.
The sparks begin to fly and he watches them strike
the ground). The small red stars fly, but they
will die soon. (A spark lights on some tinder and
it begins to glow). Ah—the red star is eating the
wood. It eats more, more. It is hungry! I will
feed it. Now it is like a red flower. (He peers out
but seeing no wolves, listens very carefully). They
run far, very far. (He thinks again, and speaks
very slowly, his mind working very hard). I will
shew the red flower to Ah-to and he will make
another and shew it to Sin-to, and there will be
many red flowers, and that will be good and we
will be safe from the dogs and the bear that walks
by night. (Touches it and bums his
finger). It is hungry, it bites! (His
voice rises in excitement, and he leans
SCENE I—FIRE AS DEFENCE
over it breathing hard, till his breath
fans up a flame). The red flower
Music: a hollow Fifth, devoid of color
grows. It is good, it has a good bite.
% Then came fire to minister to him
(Holds his hands out to warm them).
and stand between him and the
And the dogs ? (Takes part of fire very
beasts of the forest; beasts that saw
carefully and holds it out towards the
and trembled and were afraid of that
dogs in the darkness). Ah, they fear!
which grew under his hands for a
they run again. (Stops quick, thinks
defence.
very hard and painfully). If-I-alwayskeep-the-red-fiower-will-the-dogs run ?
Cave man clad in skins; long hair,
It is like the red flower that came out
blood on arms and hands, carries stone
of the big hole when my father's father
axe and part of animal he has killed;
crouches in cave, is very cold, rubs arms SCENE I—THE CAVE MAN was a boy. Food-food for the flower!
(Makes more fire and then stands at
and hands.
Fire as Defence
door of cave and calls). "Ah-to,
Ah-to." (Stands listening till call is
(SPEAKS) The wind bites. It is
faintly answered when he, replies).
like the wild dogs, that wait outside.
Come, Ah-to, come quickly! The do^s
(Peers under his hand). I see them
run from the red flower I have made
sitting and waiting. It was hard
with the master stone. Come quickly.
to break through for they are many
(Voice replies in distance). Come,
and hungry. Brrh! The wind bites.
for it will make you safe.
The days of many leaves are gone and
the ground is hard. (Claps his hands
to make the blood run and wipes his
SCENE II—FIRE AS WORSHIP
arms). The dogs are biting deeper
Music:
a chant in full tones of the scale
now than when the deer were fat.
to a cantatory monotone by
But I followed from the big hill to the
the Priest.
little river, and then I killed. It was
good to hear my axe strike hard be% Then wise men dreamed strange
tween his horns, and then it turned
dreams, and, seeing God in the flames,
and struck stone. The meat is good.
they raised altars, and crowned them
(He eats flesh). And my axe is hurt.
with fire that died not as the
(He examines it closely and runs his
passed. And the souls of
finger alo] its edge). Its teeth are SCENE II—THF ZOROASTRIAN men came near to their gods on the
broken.
here is my master stone?
Fire as Worship
altars, and fire was man's worship.
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Priest of the Zend-avesta, being
The writing of Zoroaster—Scene
A Temple of Iran, 350 B.C.
Temple fire on flat top of low pillar.
Priest in robes of his brotherhood.

Roman legionary on sentry duty
in the country of Dacia, north of the
Danube, A.D. 274, He serves under
the generals of the Emperor A urelian.
Leans on spear beside the glimmer of
a small fire. In the distance the
campfiresof the marauding Goths are
visible.

{Speaks in cantatory monotone)
Here, within our sacred portals,
Shines the holy flame again,
Flame that Ormuzd gave to mortals
To redeem the souls of men:
He—all wise, looked down, and,
seeing
All the world defaced with sin,
Sent the fire of his own Being
Us to cleanse and dwell within:
As his deathless flame is leaping,
Ormuzd sits benign and wise,
And a mystic count is keeping
In his palace in the skies;
Count of sin and count of sorrow,
Count of evil men and good,
Hate that comes to stain to-morrow
And that late beside you stood.
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SCENE III ROMAN SENTRY
Fire as a Companion

Here, within the living ember,
See your own souls brought to
view,
And in life and death, remember
That the fire indeed is you;
You in passion, you in burning,
You in all your love and pain;
And, to this dull ash returning,
Find yourselves indeed again.

Ah, but the hours are long in the
frozen Dacian mountains:
Cold and bitter and bleak is the
voice of the wandering night wind;
And, where the shadows creep I peer
at mysterious camp fires
That glimmer and wink and glow
like eyes of a wolf in the darkness.
There are the wild Goths' lines:
they sleep like leaves in the forest,
Sullen and dark and grim as the
wolves, their brother in bloodshed.
Here, where the armour gleams, my
friends of Aurelian's legion,
Slumber and dream of Rome, and
wide green Appian meadows.
Of the little black-eyed ones that
played in the comforting sunshine,
And women that smiled and wept at
the measured tramp of an army.
Far is the Appian plain and far is
the end of our marching,
Over the Adrian mountain wait they
who long for our coming;
But many shall march and come not
again to arms that are waiting,
Nor hear the little ones call to the
white Campanian oxen.

Thus we worship flame undying,
Pure as Ormuzd, and as bright;
And come clean new flames replying
From the hearts that see aright:
Till the souls of men rise fleeting
Through the ashes of the earth,
Mix and mingle in the meeting
Of the fire that gave them birth.

{Braces himself, and stamps his foot)

Oh! how the gods must smile at a
legionary repining.
I, who fought from the Alps to the
SCENE IV—SCANDINAVIAN
deep Danubian river,
The Hearthstone
Fought in the Roman wedge that
pierced Barbarian Armies:
SCENE III—FIRE AS A COMPANION
Answer me, faithful friend, with a cheerful blink
in the darkness,
Music: a march-like rhythm
You who follow so close on the trail of a wandering
% So fire marched with man across the world; and
swordsman;
where man rested he made fire in lonely places, and Red is your heart and eye, like the hearts I will
it was his friend and companion.
pierce in the morning,

THE CAVE MAN

THE ZOROASTRIAN

THE ROMAN SENTRY

Flash-lights by M. O. Hammond

THE SCANDINAVIAN
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Answer me true, little fire, and I will feed you with
branches.
(Feeds the fire and it flickers up a little)

Ah, we are friends in the night time, now like a
flower you are rising,
Putting my fears to shame with a promise of triumph
to-morrow.
Jove sent you down to watch with men who are
lonely in darkness,
Sent you to serve in his name—Oh friendly consoler
of mortals,
Wherever the nights are long and the stars grow
cold ere the morning.
(Hears sound and. stands in rigid attention)

What is it moves in the dusk there ? Answer me
quickly or perish.
Mactus! Your step is so light I thought that a
Goth was approaching.
Watches full many I've watched, but this is the
shortest, I tell you.
Here is a friend for your heart; I talked to him
much like a brother,
And ever he told me truth, and I leave him now
for your comfort,
Till over the rim of the land his larger brother is
climbing,
Friend, Companion and Guide, with wisdom deep
in his embers,
Speak, he will understand, so Salve et Vale—Oh
Mactus.
SCENE IV—FIRE ON THE HEARTHSTONE
To the full blending of unaccompanied voices

% And, after many years, those of the North whose
sons we are, took fire and made home round about
it, and over it raised the roof-tree for shelter and
defence, and laid the broad flagstone as the altar
of home, and these men we follow, for our fireside
is the altar of our friendship.
Norwegian in smock, etc., beside hearthstone,—on
which fire is laid but not kindled.

We—of Odin the servants,
Of Thor the sons and the kinsmen,
First of all Northland peoples
Raised the sheltering roof-tree,
Beside the fjord and the mountain,
Calling the forest to help us,
With birch and pine tree and hemlock.
Strong and secure we laid them,
Trunks of the plundered woodland:
Hewing our doors and windows
Peep in the yellow pine wood.

Laid we the broad black hearthstone,
Raised we the narrowing fire walls,
And the hollow mouth of the chimney
To swallow the sparks uprising:
Thus was the centre and altar
Builded with love and with friendship:
So the hearthstone lies for a doorstep
To truth and courage and virtue,
And the columns that rise from its surface
For honour and strength of our manhood,
And the curving walls for the songs
That should sound in the winter evenings—The hollow throat of the chimney
To bear away malice and envy,
And the wide straight beam of its coping
For the burden we carry for others.
Here in the chill of the winter
Sat we and talked we together
Of Odin—and Baldur and Loki
Of Freya and Thor and of Wo tan.
And only with words that were kindly,
That bit not nor stayed in the bosom,
Spoke we beside the great hearthstone;
For men laid their inner hearts open
As opened the heart of the firelog
In the glow and the heat of the embers,
So thought met with thought, as the sparks met
To mingle and glisten together.
Here kept we a place for the stranger
Who came and is welcome to rest him.
Nor asked we his name or his station,
But only his need and his hunger.
At the end, when with eyes that were heavy,
We turned to the blessing of slumber,
The coals were laid deep in their ashes,
The grave that themselves had provided,
Till again we should waken the fire-god
For the joy and the comfort of mortals.
(Lights his fire)

Come! ye mysterious spirits,
Enter and dwell on the hearthstone,
Shine from its innermost embers,
vSpeak as ye spoke in the old time
To illumine the circle of friendship.
At these words, the torch being flung into the
firewood, and the flames crackling up the wall, the
Club Saengerbund entered and sang:
" Oh, a song by the fire!
Fill the pipes, pass the bowl,
Oh, a song by the fire!
With a skoal, with a skoal!"
The President read the Epilogue, formally
delivering the completed and dedicated fireplace
to the domestic uses of the Club.
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The Turn of the Wick
thousand
people
will
FOUR
read more or
less of this issue of
THE

LAMPS.

This

has nothing to do
with advertising columns, for at present
we have none. It
merely means that
we are printing eight
hundred copies, including those sent
Volume One
Number Two to our subscribers
DECEMBER 1911
fnd Christmas extras. If this paper
Printed by the Arts and Letters Club w e r e merelv a newSevery third moon in the name of paper of- the
< Club,
—LITERATURE
which in the beginARCHITECTURE
ning it was, it would
MUSIC
not have been posPAINTING
sible to dispose of so
SCULPTURE
many copies. We
2 Lamps
Lamps are
are have condensed all
Contributors to The
not paid in currency;; neither in the Club news matthe joy of beholding their names in ter to a couple of
print.
Subscribers pay One Dollar a pages at the back.
year. Single copies Twenty-Five That and the other
Cents. Address all post-office mat- fourteen pages are
ter to the Editor,
the work of twenty57 Adelaide Street East
five men whose daily
business it is to inPublication Committee

THE LAMPS

There are men in the Club who, reading even
this modest editorial pronouncement will decorate
it with unprintable names. This, also, is part of
the game. THE LAMPS does not hope to agree
with everybody. There are newspapers in Canada
which, by the Grits, are accused of being too much
Tory, and by the Tories of being too much Grit.
Concerning the October issue of THE LAMPS one
very competent critic—of some things—declared
it was nothing but levity; another equally competent had the opinion that it was equally top
heavy. No doubt similar opinions will be ventilated about this issue. We hope so.
But it may be set down as a common axiom
that THE LAMPS expects to find an articulate voice
whether it deals with art or with politics or religion
or education—or with making snowshoes. It
expects to become the recognized and permanent
bond of connexion among the various art groups
which it represents; and to be the only tangible
link between the Club and such men outside the Club
as may be interested in what art-workers do and
think and sometimes say. At present we decline
to be judged by conventional journalistic standards.
We pose as neither David with his harp nor Goliath
of Gath. We leave newspaper editors to teach
governments and instruct people in the art of thinking. THE LAMPS aims only to interest its readers
with as much truth about art and what affects
art as we need to make the interest worth while.

When Arthur Comes

>rg< H. Locke,. J.
, E. Middleton,
. . . . . . . . . terest other people.
George

E. Wyly Grier, A. H. Robson,
In the rather opuHenry Button, Augustus Bridle,
lent contents of this
Alan Sullivan.

/^lOULD that dim sovereign of the English dawn—
little paper will be VJ Pendragon's heir, and lord of Camelot,
God's knight-at-arms, and soul without a blot—
found a compendium of almost cosmopolitan
interest, in which the common bond is a certain Turn from the dream that happy Death has drawn
undefinable enthusiasm, and the atmosphere of Through age-long April hours of Avalon,
free expression which day by day pervades the lunch
And seek again the empire-centring spot
tables at the Club. We do not believe that more
Where our enwrinkled freedom was begot
than a small percentage of the discussions at the To cherish faith among the earthlier spawn:
noonday conclaves is worth printing. No doubt Which of the champions of the Table Round
some of the most interesting talk is quite unprintShould bear a nobler than a Maple crest—
able. Opinions about art are not always worth
Knight virginal among the knights, to shun
while. In fact one artist of long experience re- The errors of an elder day, and found,
marked just the other day:
Vauntless and dauntless, with a croziered breast,
A realm of Justice in a world at one?
"Believe me—most of this art talk is glorified
ALBERT E. S. SMYTHE.
hot air. I'd rather talk about making snowshoes
or raising chickens."
This smacks of a sort of truth. THE LAMPS
does not hold itself responsible for the art opinions
of its contributors. Neither does it believe that
art for art's sake is good for any but studioites.
N stately numbers, polished as a stone
The real attitude of this Club and therefore of this
Well-fretted 'neath the still complaining seas
paper towards art and life is admirably and conWe sang of Fire. The solemn monotone
cisely summed up in the last paragraph of the
Was like the murmur of the forest trees
report of the brief talk given by Mr. C. W. Jefferys When Winter's surly winds go trooping by
at the November dinner. He extols the Viking And icy Lancers fill the Northern sky.
spirit of discovery, symbolized in the Club crest.
So long as the Club ship remains on this tack Man, scarce be-souled, still reeking of the clay,
however devious it may be or whatever winds . Before us blessed the flint-born points of flame.
may happen to blow, the ship's Lamps will be at the The priests of Zoroaster's ancient day
At lambent altars called the god by name.
bows. We may not always know at sunrise what port
we expect to make at dusk. That does not matter. The Roman cherished in the wintry breeze
The difference between this community of men His watch-fire, kindled on the Pyrenees.
and that of the average club alluded to by Mr. And then, the Norseman, with a flaming brand
Cooke's Professor on page fourteen, is just about
From out the Sagas came our hearth to light.
the difference between the average corporate organ We dwelt in shadows, walked in Fancyland
or the daily newspaper and THE LAMPS. Whatever
And saw sweet friendship growing in the night
joy there is in either is not in following chart and —The night of Early Time, ere yet had shone
compass, but somewhat in junketing over un- The stars of Nineveh and Babylon.
familiar places.
J. E. M.

Dedicating the Fireplace
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The Royal Ontario Museum
By Chas. T. Currelly
>T\HE chief object of the Archaeological DepartA merit of the Royal Ontario Museum is to
provide material for workers in as many
branches as possible, for the student of history and
art, the artist, the designer, the illustrator, the
writer, and the craftsman. These departments of
work overlap so that no sharp distinctions may be
drawn. For instance a Greek vase or a Roman
weapon may be used by every one of the six classes
of workers. It may mark a period more definite
and real to a student, give ideas of form to the designers, serve as a model to the artist and illustrator, make more real the descriptions of a writer,
and act as inspiration or even provide something
that we may copy to the craftsman.
An Elizabethan room, fully furnished with oak
panelling, table, chests and other furniture and
decorations, will likewise interest members of the
different classes of workers. One series of objects
will, of course, be of use more to the intellectual
side and another series more to the mechanical side.
As far as possible no isolated objects have been
obtained, and where they are shewn it is that they
serve as a constant reminder that their fellows are
needed. Great care has been taken to shew things
in their development, their full bloom and their
decline. One of our best series of this is shewn by
nine cases of ancient terra cotta lamps. First,
there is a simple saucer form that becomes more
specialised and observable under early Aegean
influence. This begins again from the saucer form
after the Egyptians get the' lamp and reaches its
bloom shortly after the time of Alexander the Great
and then declines. The great Roman trade and
wealth gives a fresh start in excellence of workmanship, and though the form does not change much,
the badly made lamp of Cleopatra's people is
replaced by the well worked one of the subjects of
the Caesars. The degradation again goes on
during the decline of the empire till a new start
is made by the Arab conquest, when curiously the
evolution begins all over again at the saucer lamp
and runs through the same phases, now, however,
as a glazed lamp. It takes many hundreds of lamps
to shew a series like this but nothing that I know of
gives a better idea of the way in which articles of
manufacture are degraded by copying and cheapening. The advance is a succession of new points
of departure, each a step in advance of the past,
and then itself running out.
Another collection shews degradation from a
far different cause, as the articles were not made
for sale, and so kept apart from the temptation of
the manufacturer who sells his goods. In our
collection of Chinese ceramics the earliest period,
200 B.C.—200 A.D., is represented by a number
of the earliest glazed vases known in China. These
are copied from bronze vessels and the glaze is
simple. The workers soon saw the possibilities
in colour and developed the power of making
several colours, but still the importance lay in the
form. The third period has both fine form and
glorious colour, and the 10th, 11th, 12th centuries
A.D. are the golden age of Chinese ceramics. War
caused a break, but with the establishment of the
Ming dynasty the potteries were worked with great
enthusiasm and practically all of the processes
now known were brought into use. The next
period has the highest technical skill, and soon they
forgot the vase and centred their attention on their
own cleverness, and the decline begins.

We have about 120 cases of lace. These show
the rise and fall and how it passed from Venice to
the rest of Europe. The earliest are the Gothic
laces, strong and a little severe but very beautiful.
Then comes the Renaissance series with a flowery
line. These culminate in the Point de Venise.
Gradually, as they go northward, the work and
the thread becomes finer andfinertill the beau ideal
is a cobweb, and in the point d'Angleterre we find
an industry that had to go under. These are but a
few examples, of the way in which the museum has
tried to. take different industries and shew their
rise and fall.
To many they will be but interesting or beautiful
things to look at, but to a large class of workers
they will be material that will be used in their
daily work or intellectual recreation.

I n P r a i s e of F i r e
By Homer Watson
Homer Watson, most genial citizen of Doon, Ont.,
Justice of the Peace, painter of pioneer Canadian life,
and President of the Canadian Art Club, sent this
eulogy of Fire on the occasion of dedicating the great
fireplace in October.

all sane and right-minded people, I love
LIKEminded
a fireplace. I know I am sane and rightbecause of this love. Who does

not cherish wood smoke at even—not too much,
just a whiff now and then as the wind of a stormy
night blows down the chimney. Rain or snow may
lash the window panes and rattle on the roof, but
this only makes our content greater as we feel the
great shin toaster doing its beneficent work warming
the body and soul of man. The souls of all the
Club members will expand because of the crackling
fire roaring up the chimney, though I am certain
from what I know of the members, nothing, not
even a big fireplace, is needed to make their souls
large. Butfire,visibly of large flame; domesticated
where you can finger it, starts the muse going; and
it is this music that ushers into concrete forms the
many vague thoughts that sometimes bother us,
flitting aimlessly as bats through the caverns of
the mind. All who have minds above buttons
need a fireplace. We need it to help us get away
from the horrid materialistic dominance of the
present day. Too often we are oppressed, and too
often we yield to the arrogant tyranny of the
nickel plated base burner.
Its mission is surely
base; for its metallic sheen burnishes itself into our
souls; and we get to have a nickle plated view of life.
If this is not corrected our souls become nickle
plated; and we get to judge of a civilization by
its metallic lustre. We become self-sufficient prigs
who think creased trousers and aniline coloured
neckties are the consummation of all that culture
can give us.
A big roaring fireplace is a prime factor in burning out to dust and ashes ideas growing in us by the
exigencies of a careless, utilitarian, so-called practical spirit. So then, long life to the fire. May it
shine as brightly as my wishes for its proper dedication.
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The Tendency of Our Architecture
By W. A. Langton
construction, unsightly in itself, has to be so swaddled in fire-protecting material that it becomes
inarticulate. The construction is concealed by
straightforward piece of building; constructed to surface; the surface does not express what it
suit its purpose, and made beautiful by suiting the conceals. The tendency, therefore, of our archipurpose with good line and proportion in preference tecture is towards the external decorations of the
to bad line and proportion. The purpose comes Renaissance. There we find expression in abunfirst. The design thus gets character automatic- dance. It all consists of cornices to be carried and
ally. There is no confusion of idea about it. It columns to carry them; but there are five types, or
is a fireplace, and nothing else. If we want to feel orders of these, each consisting of a number of
parts: their permutathe poetry of a fire— . — • — • -i tions and combinations
place in our room, we
^^^^p™^
~
are endless. The comcan feel it to the full.
| mon characteristic that
This is Gothic deconnects them all is
sign. The mediaeval
their unreality. They
designer knew of nothdo no work. The best
ing in design but makthey can do is to reing something tofita
present
on the surface
purpose. To fit a
ot;
the construction,
purpose with a beautisomething like the
ful form, and mould
work that is going on
and carve the form, to
behind the surface.
make it rich as well as
But it is as easy to
beautiful, was to him
represent
something
the fulness of design.
different and someHow full of life
thing greater. For
the architecture of a
material, only stone
Gothic town must have
looks right; but, as
been we can easily
it is only a matter of
imagine.
looks, anything that
In course of time,
can be made to look
Gothic design began
like stone will do.
to degenerate. It was
You will see that
dying of perfection.
in its essence, design
No further develophas changed from exment seemed possible.
hibiting concrete charAbout the same time
acter to representing
began the revival of
an abstraction. In this
learning. With the new
style ourfireplacenow
interest in Roman litbecomes a mantel,
erature came an interI would draw attention
est in Roman art, and
not to its function, but
Roman
architecture
to
its ideas. As the
became the fashion.
focus of the room, it
The Romans were
would receive the
mighty builders; but
greatest honour; the
their construction was
most columns, the
massive, wan ting grace.
most decorated corGrace they got by
nice; and it would be
applying to the outproportioned, not to
side of their masses of
the size of the fire
construction the beaubut of the room.
tiful forms of Greek
FIREPLACE AS DEPICTED BY J. E. II. MACDONALD
construction, arranged
This—a dignified
in elegant, composiconvention — is the
tions. It is characteristic of their architectural style at its highest. It can descend to humbug.
adornment, and of that of the Renaissance, which
was founded on it, that the architectural features
Fireplace Mottoes
are all excrescences upon the face of the real
building.
RIEND, within this very room
Many a fellow heard his doom.
You will see at once how this suits our manner
You're still at large! Think in return
of building. We are, indeed, much like the Romans.
How good it is to live and learn.
The essential difference is in religion; the rest is
RAFFLES.
only a matter of degree. They had more culture,
less science, no trousers. If they had known steel
OUR fire may be of shipwreck wood
beams they would have used them; and it would
Or a heaping handful of hell,
have been more difficult than ever to make their
But sacred is its warmth, and good
construction beautiful, for it would have been like
For a whole world of brotherhood
ours. Our opportunity of grace in construction is
Christian or infidel.
less than that of the Romans. Our manner of
CONNIE MACK,
is well to hang discussion on a visible example.
To illustrate the Gothic spirit we may take our
I T fireplace.
This, like the Gothic work, is a

F
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Early Canadian Painters
By Edmund Morris
some of those who passed through the
dark days in Canada still survive and
WHEN
rarely speak of it, one coming on the scenes

who had been court painter at Weisbaden, loved
our Canadian landscape, but in old age became discouraged and left for the Western States. A
mutual friend, William Cruickshank, used to probe
their feelings regarding their environment. Jacobi
would say, "Vat vor I paint? Veil I paint vor
myself and the cat!" and old Perr<£ would exclaim,
"Vat's the use!" Kane appeared embittered and
told a young painter who came to him for advice,
"Better break stones by the wayside."
Besides these there was a group of water colour
painters; Fowler, Edson, O'Brien, Fraser, and
Sandham. The two last named went to the States,
and Sandham became a prominent illustrator for
Scribner's and the Century magazines. Others
pushed aside the veil and lived and painted abroad.
Amongst these were Benoni Irwin, of whom little
is known, and Wyatt Eaton, a fine character and a
sympathetic restrained painter, who, returning
from Paris with St. Gaudens and others, formed the
American Art Association, which later took the
name of the Society of American Artists. He will
be well represented in the Art Museum of Toronto.
In the recent Loan Exhibition of Paintings by
Deceased Canadian Painters, organized by that
Museum, the paintings of Eaton, Jacobi, Peel and
Bruce left a lasting impression; the last two named
were well known in Paris and Copenhagen.

Making An Orchestra

tuoso ensemble. When Zimbalist came six weeks ago
the New York train was late. There was no chance
of a rehearsal with him and he was programmed
to play the Symphony Espagnole of Pierre Lalo
in three movements. Accordingly, Mr. Welsman
rehearsed his players without the soloist. When the
time for the concert came, Zimbalist walked out and
played his first introduction to a strange audience
in a strange city with an unrehearsed accompaniment. That the number was one of the biggest
things ever done in Toronto is a matter of record.
The essential atmosphere of perfect understanding
between the soloist, the conductor and his players
was unmarred by the slightest flaw or hesitancy.
In the establishment of a permanent orchestra,
the municipal sentiment as they cultivate it in
Europe, seems to be the abiding element of strength.
Endowed orchestras have been known to disintegrate
because the guarantors felt that they had lost the
public interest, as in Pittsburg. The public interest
must be created and sustained^ in order
that the orchestra may attain its fullest
educative value.
For the Toronto Symphony Orchestra,
the city is indebted to H. C. Cox, Frank
Welsman, and a group of public-spirited
gentlemen. Mr. Welsman with their support has brought the orchestra to that
point of efficiency which makes it a powerful force in the artistic development of the
community. What it needs now is public
support founded on public sentiment.
Something in the nature of an Orchestral
Association for the purpose of stimulating
interest in the orchestra's future should be
formed to make the guarantors feel that
theirs is not merely an expensive position.
Let them be backed by the true municipal
sentiment and let it show itself in contributions, no matter how small.

later hesitates to say much.
The lamps burned low in the early days. That
they gave light at all is a wonder. The first art
workers, not counting the dusky natives, who at
all times struck a joyous note, were the Jesuit
priests. They painted decorations for their churches.
Then followed three native painters—first,
de Beaucourt of Montreal, who lived at the time of
the conquest of his country by our own race. The
temporarily unsettled state which followed drove
him to Russia. Then Gilbert Stewart Newton,
of Halifax, who left the country and became a
prominent member of the Royal Academy; his
pictures are in the National Gallery and the South
Kensington Museum. The third was Paul Kane, of
Toronto, a painter of the aborigines. These men
were trained in Europe and the majority of Canadian artists who followed, like the modern Scottish,
English and American artists, went to Paris for their
training.
In the middle of the last century Thelky, Plamandon, Hamel and an American Palmer, a portrait painter of ability, were painting in Quebec
province; then came a number of Europeans—
Berthon, Kreighoff, Perr<£, and Jacobi. The latter,

By E. Y. Watson
T is given to few cities to boast the establishment
of the permanent symphony orchestra. There
are many who can afford it, but cannot appreciate it. To be able to afford it and appreciate
it, confers on some one or others the financial
obligation. The symphony orchestra in America
does not pay. It educates. In New York, Boston,
and Chicago, S3^mphony orchestras are endowed to
perform this function. In Europe they are maintained by municipally created funds and sentiment.
In Toronto it is given us to enjoy and appreciate
a permanent symphony orchestra by endowment.
Six years, have realized it from the beginning of
sentiment not funds. This season our symphony
orchestra has become permanent in all that the word
means. Frank Welsman's band has attained the vir-

I

THE CLUB'S ORCHESTRA AT REHEARSAL
Sketch by Ivor Lewis
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ACADEMICIANS ARE SOMETIMES ACTORS WHEN PICTURES BECOME A PLAY
Cartoon by A. Lismer

The

R.

C. A.

Reviewed

By L. S. Harris
from one quarter to one half the pictures and
I F emy's
all the sketches in the Royal Canadian Acadexhibition had been rejected by the hanging

committee the exhibition would have been one of
very high standard. As it is, ten or so excellent
pictures and a few dozen good ones have a severe
time of it keeping the exhibition up to a level
of high dignity. If all Canadian societies were
much more rigid in selecting pictures for exhibition
it would be of greater encouragement to artists.
Nearly as important, the public would know that
when any society hangs a picture that picture is
a worthy work and could be accepted as such.
Then, again, the severity of selection might save
some of our newspaper critics from pouring out
their praise on poor work.
In the last ten odd years there has been a
struggle to rise above the conventional and sentimental art (so-called) of the Victorian era. In
each succeeding exhibition one notices fresher,
more vigorous and original work; a true Canadian
note, not so much in choice of subject as in the
spirit of the thing done. On the Academy walls
are pictures of all time; very few—masterpieces. One of these is a portrait by Curtis Williamson of a young lady standing—utterly simple,
fine in all desirable qualities, nothing disturbing,
a perfect unity. Nothing can be added to it or
taken away from it without subtracting from its
mastery. Homer Watson's, "The Stronghold" is,
perhaps, another; powerful, great and strong in
line, very simple and big in massing, with a suggestion of space which is immense.
Two works by Mr. Maurice Cullen, one of a
row of old shops seen toward evening in winter is
very poorly framed, but an admirable picture,
the mystery and cheerful dreaminess of it beautifully
suggested. The other, "Misty Day, St. John's,
Newfoundland," is the most happily framed picture
in the whole exhibition, and as a picture, a big
thing. It might have been still greater if it were made
easier for the eye to get over the big mass of rock
in the foreground into the great sunlit space beyond.
"The Pond," by Suzor Cote, is a fine bit of arrangement and atmospherical painting. His winter
scene, while glorious in colour, is broken-up and
not so fortunately conceived. Speaking of arrangement—Mr. Jefferys' pictures are notable for a
refinement of line and design.
So many of the pictures are exceedingly well
painted and drawn but, as a whole, as a unit, they

are at fault. They do not attract the eye to one
particular spot, obscuring more or less the rest
of the picture. One believes a masterpiece must
be a unit, a little world, and that this is one of the
great secrets of all art of all time. In this one point,
not to speak of the thorough painting and fine colour
which they possess, Mr. Harry Britton's "Cornish
Fishing Boats" invites criticism, as does the work of
Mr. W. St. Thomas Smith, Mr. Gagen, Mr. Manly,
Mr. F. M. Bell-Smith, and Mr. G. A. Reid, and
many another. A splendid example is Mr. L.
Theo. Dube's "Room in Louvre, Paris" where
the eye can wander and wander into bewilderment.
Portraits and figure painting were many and
good. Miss Henrietta Shore's "Sisters" is good
to look at as a bit of sweeping, rich painting. In
Mr. John Russell's portrait of His Honour the Lieutenant-Goyernor, the interest centres on the hands
—a diabolically clever bit pf technique. Mr. Grier's
"portrait" is fresh and vivacious, a direct contrast
to the death-like portrait of Goldwin-Smith by
Mr. Forster.
Mr. Beatty's "Wood Interior" is a big thing.
The rugged strength in the huge tree trunks in the
foreground is an admirable bit of work. The
frame, however, injured the tone of the picture.
His "Early Morning, Rag Market, Bruges," while
a subject not so pleasing as the other, has in it a
fine feeling for light.
Mr. F. M. Bell-Smith's picture of the Selkirks
is also quite happy in the handling of light.

Carl Ahrens' Pictures

T

HE exhibition of paintings by Mr. Carl
Ahrens was not quite so revolutionary in
character as the newspapers led us to expect.
Some of us went there with a flutter of apprehension such as a good dissenter might feel in
going to hear a lecture by the late Col. Ingersoll.
But, shades of Latimer and Ridley! he was quite
orthodox. Curiously enough, however, some of the good brethren of the press were, by some mysterious influence which these docile and inoffensive
works exercised upon them, sent on perilous excursions into the realms of aesthetic free-thinking.
With what valour did they wield that mightier
weapon than the sword! Did Quixote alone slay
windmills?
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Moderns in Music
music to the Strauss and Max Reger level, where it
had no beauty and mighty little expression, save
of unworthy ideas. Verdi, while coming under the
referred to pre-Bachanalian days to shew that the Wagner influence, retained his love of melody,
first ideal in music-making was that of beauty. and for that reason Aida might be regarded as one
Men rejoiced in song because it tickled the ear of the greatest of operas.
and only gradually was the ideal of expression
The modern Italian school of opera, represented
evolved. Bach united sublimity of concept and best by Puccini, was raked fore and aft. It seemed
beauty of expression. Beethoven's music was the speaker believed that Puccini had missed his
poetry as well as loveliness. Brahms was beauty calling, that he should have been a fireman, or a
and philosophy in conjunction.
painter and decorator. A few "kind words" for
f" Wagner, disgusted with the undue exaltation Debussy and the modern Frenchmen followed. In
of melody in the opera of the time, became an ex- brief, it was declared that Debussy worked like a
tremist and subordinated pure beauty to expression. Trojan to create an atmosphere, and then knocked
A great army of imitators followed and dragged off work and went to lunch.
November dinner of the Club, Mr.
talked on Modern TendenAT J.ciestheE. inMiddleton
Music. To get a background he

Hollinshead's Views
AGNER subordinated beauty
to expression!
0 ye gods! But what
did he express—if not
beauty of an infinitely
higher and more complex variety than ever
was
dreamed of by the
11
unwearying m e l o d i s t s " of the old
school ? Wagner had
something not merely
to say melodically—but to expound : the great
s a g a s of t h e
north which he
illuminated and
humanized.
Now
what
Rossini and
Donizetti would
have done with
such t h e m e s
—can anybody
PERCY SINGING PUCCINI
Done by Kyle

^

had to hew his way into the primeval forests of
unexplored harmonies and melodies until he found
the musical combinations which suited the illustration of his mighty legends. He broke away in many
cases from the precedented rules of harmony, only

because he could not otherwise express his subject
with any degree of consistency.
In Giacomo Puccini and Claude Achille Debussy we have exponents of the closely allied
French and Italian style of modern opera. Puccini
finds his greatest success in writing operas which
deal with present day life, and succeeds in writing
music which illustrates the meaning of his librettists,
in a most unusual and eminently satisfying way
to the music lover and follower of the drama. In
many respects he goes much further in his liberties
than Wagner, but always with a good reason.
The result is that these very liberties which are so
heartily condemned by our good friends of the
school which loves "a nice tune," become just as
grateful to the ear and far more impressive and true
to life than are the beautiful melodies of the old
operas.
One of the most prevalent accusations is that
Puccini is not a writer of melody. Indeed, I
have heard it stated by one authority that there
was not one clean cut melody in all of the celebrated
Italian's operas. Take "La Boheme," which
many consider to be the Maestro's masterpiece.
From the overture to the finale this beautiful opera
fairly teems with melodies which, once heard,
never lose their charm. The beautiful arias for
tenor and soprano in the Studio Scene of the first
act never fail to bring enthusiastic encomiums
from an audience, yet they cannot be said to be
melodies of the Verdi, or Old Italian school.
Puccini a decorator ? Not so. He is a genius
in the dramatic expression of music.

Bi 1 i n gu a1 i sm
By E. J. Kylie
approach Quebec from the sea without
I NEVER
thanking God for Jacques Cartier and Champlain. New York is said to represent to the

incoming stranger the life of the country behind
it. In that case vulgarity and grossness and extravagance and megalomania and display must be
taken as the essential characteristics of the continent. Quebec gives a different message, speaks in
quite different tones. She proclaims us a quiet
and dignified people, pleasure-loving enough,
but restrained in our gaiety. And her charm

comes not altogether from her years or situation.
The well ordered rows of grey stone, green shuttered houses, the squares and courtyards and public
buildings indicate that the sense of decency and
of beauty is not deserting the inhabitants, and the
Terrace at night with its music and crowds is the
best bit of the old world to be found in America.
If New York stands for the United States, we
may well allow Quebec to recite our prologue.
The two civilisations could not be more sharply
distinguished. Little wonder that the American

THE

tourist finds Quebec novel and interesting, for it
embodies a life and manners the antithesis of his
own. But the Lower Province as a whole does even
more to relieve the monotony of our tiresome
material progress and to shield us from the rush of
Americanizing tendencies. It preserves here an
element of poetry and romance. The Englishspeaking settlers have failed to create or keep a
song or a legend: they have not even clung to the
romance with which their early lives in the forest
must have been full. The French, on the contrary,
cherish a folklore, and a history and songs. " Malbrook" and "La Claire Fontaine" and the national
anthem form our common heritage, and are worth
all the "Maple Leafs" and railways and elevators
we are ever likely to produce. I conclude, therefore,
that no thinking Canadian would wipe out the
French, if he had the opportunity to-morrow.
But to keep whatever they value in themselves,
they will probably need their language. At least
they appear to think so, who alone can judge in
the matter. How far the language interferes with
commerce, I suppose no lover of art or music cares.
The least important rule of French orthography
should not be sacrificed to all the hotels and steamers
of the C. P. R.
Politics, however, are different.
To govern one another, people must be able to
M I N G is the
a r t i s t in
H Eonly
Canada who ever
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talk on street-corners and in clubs. Yet, as Lord
Durham pointed out, the difference between the
French and English languages results not merely in
giving the two races different points of view, but
in bringing them to believe "entirely different
sets of facts."
Some of us, therefore, must use both tongues.
The question of the hour is, who? If the French
speak French and English, and we English alone,
we shall be outdistanced in the race; all the offices
at Ottawa, probably the first places in the political
fields, and certainly the diplomatic posts, which
Canada must soon fill, will go to those who command
the two languages of the civilized world. We must
decide, then, to speak English and French ourselves,
and leave our neighbours to their native tongue
and to political insignificance? That would be a
brave decision, worthy of a spirited people. In
some such way the Germans have circumvented
the Czechs in Bohemia. But no one need deceive
himself; we shall not take it. The only remaining
course, however, is even more heroic. We should
all, French and English alike, use French and English. That would be real bilingualism, where at
present we have merely the name. Indeed, the
evil of the present situation may be that we have
not too much, but too little bilingualism.

the press, which, first
wiping his glasses, he
thus preluded:
attempted to capture a
"Yes, I am glad to
By
Augustus
Bridle
w h a l e . For several
tell you fellows in the
Illustration by Arthur Heming
weeks last summer he
head city of a new
was on a whaling excountry just why in
pedition a l o n g t h e
the name of art I got
north Pacific coast; and
this whale."
he has had no nose for
Scribbling - " Good!
roses since. For some
Yes, sir?"
time now he has been
"Thought I'd tackle
busy sketching poses of
something big
"
a live whale to illus"Really big. Yes,
trate a series of articles
sir?"
1
in A m e r i c a n maga' Something which
zines. It is not generdone life size will enally known h o w he
able connoisseurs to see
manages to do this. A
the real b i g n e s s of
whale is a most unCanadian art without
tractable animal in a
comparison to Dutch
studio. In this respect
models."
it is even worse than
"Dutch m o d e l s .
the Polar flea.
Yes, sir?;'
Heming's trouble
"Yes, "you may say
really began when he started to bring his whale this picture will not be a pot-boiler
"
down to civilization. From Puget Sound to
"Pot-boiler" (sotto voce). "Precisely, sir."
Vancouver the task was comparatively easy. The
"Impression seems to be," went on the whalemonster was simply towed along at the ship's stern man, "that an artist in Canada is a piffle-monger;
and fed daily rations of hard-tack; behaving him- that unless he lands something big enough to
self very well in the hourly expectation that Jonah occupy four flat-cars he's not in the running with
Heming would be thrown out to him.
even third-class promoters of rotten mines
"
When Vancouver was reached and the crew
"Uh
what makes you think so?"
turned the whale over to Heming for shipment via
"Importation of Dutch potato-peelers and posttranscontinental, the real adventure of the expedi- impressionist flubdub. Uh—did you get it?"
tion began. Four flat cars were put into commisScribes compare notes.
sion. The animal was firmly lashed to the cars
"Flubdub—go on, sir."
and Heming took up his station amidships to hold
"Importing foreign artists to rediscover Canthe leviathan down, an experience which he is not ada
likely to repeat; for the moment the whale found
"Sorry I haven't more time to spend in your
himself climbing the mountains instead of the art-interesting city," said the artist, as the flat cars
Pacific billows, he began to slide backwards.
began to move. " But you can say that I'm going
This made it necessary for the artist to get out to tell the Eastern newspapers
"
and run behind, assiduously belabouring the whale
'' That when to my collection of animal studies
on the rudder with a paint brush.
I've added the whale— I'm going after the land
At Winnipeg Heming sat upon his blubbering shark—and the wildcat—and by that time think I'll
booty and gave a syndicated interview to be recognized as a Canadian artist with a purpose."

The

Whale in

Art
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Sketch

somewhat vexed question of what is a
THEsketch
and why, and how sketches are
capable of revealing the temperament of the

Easel

For Mr. Macdonald's art is native—as native
as the rocks, or the snow, or pine trees, or the
lumber drives that are so largely his themes. In
artist even better than the finished canvases, has themselves, of course, Canadian themes do not make
begun to be settled by the Picture Committee. art, Canadian or other; but neither do Canadian
Beginning the first of November last, a series of themes expressed through European formulas or
sketch shows was inaugurated; each show, except through European temperaments. In these sketches
a general one between Dec. 1 and Dec. 15 to be a there is a refreshing absence of Europe, or anything
one-man exhibit in any medium; the series to else, save Canada and J. E. H.Macdonald and what
terminate with April 30, 1912.
they have to say; and so deep
By that time it is expected that
and. compelling has been the
members of the Club and their
native inspiration, that it has, to
friends will have a considerable i
a very great extent, found through
knowledge of how painters as \
him, a method of expression in
well as pictures are made. The
|
paint as native and original as
selection of exhibitors for this
j
itself. He seems to be able to
year comprises about a third of
j
forget what other men have
the artists in the Club. They
I
selected, and how other men
have been selected to give as 5[
have expressed themselves, and
great diversity of style as
in an age of such universal
possible. Next year another
j
information as ours, and a
selection will be made equally
|
country so provincial and imiinteresting and educative. Slips
tative in its tastes as Canada,
are being printed to enable mem'
these are rare qualities.
**
bers to invite their friends for
This native and personal?
one Saturday afternoon during
quality seems, to me, to find its
each exhibition. The series for
expression mainly through Mr.
this year is scheduled as follows:
Macdonald's inherent sense of
J. E. H. MacDonald, Nov. 1st;
basic design. Sketches and exHerbert Palmer, Nov. 15th;
periments these are, but sketches
General exhibition of sketches,
and experiments in selection and
J. E. H. MACDONALD
each artist member exhibiting
arrangement, no less than in
As sketched by A. Lismer
three sketches, Dec. 1st; J. W.
execution. He seems to begin
Beatty, Dec. 15th; A. Lismer, Jan. 1st; Homer his sketch long before he puts his brush to canvas.
Watson, Jan. 15th; Curtis Williamson, Feb. 1st; I fancy that his method lays quite as much stress
Fergus Kyle, Feb. 15th; T. G. Greene, March 1st upon the selection of the point of view and the
to March 15th; G. A. Reid, March 15th; Arthur arrangement that best expresses the sentiment
Heming, April 1st; C. W. Jefferys, April 15th.
and character of his theme as it does upon
the^ expression itself. These two qualities, sound
MACDONALD'S SKETCHES
basic design and native inspiration, I feel sure,
have pointed the way to a technical expression
By C. W. Jefferys
adequate to his themes and his personality. In
For some years Mr. J. E. H. Macdonald has general, he suits the action to the word. He has,
been known as an exceedingly able designer, but undoubtedly, a word of his own to say, and an
the recent exhibition of his sketches, which inaugur- account ^ that is characteristic of himself. When
ated the series of one man shows in the Club rooms, all is said and done, this will give a man all the
gave the first opportunity we have had of estimating technique that he needs or that is rightfully his.
his powers in landscape painting, to which he has ,
of late given more of his time and attention. To
PALMER'S WORK
those of us who are interested in the development
Mr. Herbert Palmer's sketches, shown in the
of the native spirit in art in Canada, the quality
of this collection and the appreciation of its Club room from Nov. 1st to Nov. 14th, attracted
significance, which the members in general dis- very considerable attention to an end of the room
played, were equally matters for encouragement. not frequently populated. Mr. Palmer is to be
highly complimented on the sincerity and truthfulness of his works and most particularly on the great
advance in drawing, colour, and in a wider, more
virile vision displayed in his most recent sketches.
To offer any criticism is extremely difficult, as
sketches and studies are a means to an end only,
and the requirements of painters in their sketches
differ almost as much as day from night—one puts
in a host of details, another suggests the whole
with a few, sweeping strokes, and yet the end, when
attained in both pictures, may be quite similar.
Might one, however, suggest, that in some of Mr.
Palmer's sketches there is a certain lack of weight,
of solidity, of something which attracts one to
come back and look again and again, always finding
more satisfaction. The sketches have a breeziness,
refinement and a delicacy of handling which is
very pleasing. The more recent ones display an
originality in choice of subject and a largeness of
A. WINTER LANDSCAPE
vision which promises much.
L.J3.H.
By&H. S. Palmer
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Mark Hambourg Plays
By J. E. Middleton
But this minor matter was crowded to the rear by
reason of a " reading " that, for subtlety of
perception, depth of feeling, and artistic completeness, marked a new
accomplishment in the
realm of pianism. The
glorious climax was sung
with the power and fervour
of an orchestra.
With one accord the
members rose and cheered.
"Mark, the Perfect
Man," came back to the
depths of a wicker chair
and talked to common persons just as if we were
worth while.
Comrade
Tyrrell kicked his judicial
temperament out of doors
and told all his neighbors
that the pianist was " a
But
genius, a genius
on this point he failed to
get up an argument. Everyone agreed.
The evening was rounded off by two 'cello solos
wherein Boris again unveiled his artist's soul and
displayed his facile technique; and by the C Minor
Trio of Beethoven played
in true classic style by
Professor Hambourg, Jan
glorious climax was sung with the power and
fervor of an orchestra."
and Boris—" Father and
the Boys."
It was, all in all, a night to
mark on one's diary as one of
supreme importance to the Arts
and Letters Club of Toronto.

a society so lately out of swaddling clothes,
Arts and Letters Club has had some great
FORthe
moments. We remember Johnstone Forbes-

Robertson standing in the
"curved angle" of the
grand piano talking of the
Pre-Raphaelites. We remember the full ceremony
of bringing in the Boar's
Head; and the first cheery
crackling of our fireplace.
One more point of dramatic climax came on October 14th, when Mark
Hambourg finished a dazzling performance of Liszt's
Second Rhapsody, and
turned his sternly smiling
face towards the demonstrative members. It was
a memorable occasion.
For the extraordinary
privilege of hearing this
great pianist in so intimate
and delightful a manner
the Club is indebted once
more to the kindness and
enthusiasm of Professor
Michael Hambourg.
The keynote of mystery
and pure beauty was
struck by our own Jan in
his playing of Svendsen's
"The
"Romance."
His violin
sang with purity and
grace of utterance. The
bow hand w a s s t e a d y a n d
pure. The rhythmic spirit of
the performance was admirable. And behind and over all
was the poetic understanding
which turned certain succeeding
notes of the scale into a real
romance with the ecstasy of
love expressed, and the sorrow
of a lost love foreshadowed. In
the "atmosphere" created by
this glorious bit of interpretation, Brother Mark seemed
thoroughly at home. His opening number, Schumann's Arabesques, was all grace and
fantasy. He fairly danced along
the keys, picking out filagree,
tracing spirals, and providing a
hundred bits of ornamentation
in the Minaret and Mosque
fashion. Those who used to
say that Mark Hambourg could
play nothing but fierce fortissimos are warned to revise their
opinions. His interpretation of
this charming work was somewhat in the De Pachmann manner—all the delicacy, but none
of the extravagance.
The Second Rhapsody
(Liszt) gave an opportunity for
the display of that perfected
technique which has amazed all
the conservatories of Europe.

Uninvited
URING the s u m m e r a
Dpianist
somewhat eminent Russian
f r o m Winnipeg

PLAYING SVENDSEN'S ROMANCE
Pencil Sketches by C. W. Jefferys

came to lunch as guest of a
musical member, who said to
the Secretary:
"After lunch my friend, Mr.
of.ski will play."
So -the eminence was announced. The members lingered, and still the wonder
grew, that the player did not
rise to play.
"So sorry-" admitted his introducer. "But my friend says
he cannot play—because he has
not first 'been invited."
S o m e c a m e demanding
money back; others, rain
checks for no game. Tihe pianist frigidly shook hands with
tihe Secretary and took his
leave; and he has told Winnipeggers that the ethics of Arts
and Letters Club etiquette are,
to say the least, peculiar.
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Club has not,
I know, asked for The Professor's Plaint
YOUR
that which I am

posing as true Dilettantes, airing prejudices in place of KnowBy B. B. Cooke
about to offer. I need
edge, hobbies instead
not have expected that
of convictions, ability
any group of persons
to buy rather than
capable of enjoying
ability to understand,
such hoydenish enterfacilities in finding
t a i n m e n t as t h a t
fault and making epi"Feast of the Boar's
grams thereon rather
Head" would care for
than finding the germ
the advice of an elder.
of goodness and enI must admit also that
couraging it to overI know nothing of
come the faults with
clubs: I live, as perhaps
which it is surrounded.
you are aware, very
Find the true diletsimply: my diet is tea
tante and labour to
and toast, moistened
make it grow. Let your
at the edges, together
artists become diletwith whatever warmed. tantes in music, your
over compositions my
musicians dilettantes in
landlady happens to
art, and your writers
bring to the door of my
dilettantes in everystudy. I am, however,
thing.
somewhat of a'' social''
I would enjoin upon
man; I have had as
you artists in the study
many as three visitors
of whatever medium
in a month, including
you use, to remember
fellow professors who
that you are merely
spend an evening disperfecting your means
cussing with me some
of uttering a language
DELINEATION BY FRED BRIGDEN
interesting p o i n t in
which is greater than
etymology, or my asthe language of paint,
sistant who regularly brings me some new device or marble, or musical vibrations—the language of
for maintaining the natural warmth of my lower humanity. This greater language is made articuextremities during the night. In view of this latter late by brush, by pen, by chisel or finger or throat:
qualification and of the fact that I have read all it expresses the consistency between all the
that the German writers have to say upon the mediums of expression.
matter, I feel it incumbent upon me to submit
Be patient with the Philistines. When Red is
my conclusions concerning those manifestations of
and Middle C dumb it is the Philistine who
the gregarious instincts of mankind called clubs. blind
will run for the doctor and place a hot water bottle
There are two kinds of clubs: one which is like at your soles while your studio assistant sketches
a flat pasture upon which the falling rain spreads your soul tugging at its moorings, or composes a
evenly, or sinks into the earth in shallow pools; gavotte to which your condition inspires him.
and one which is like a valley surrounded by heights
Eschew wit, except of the kind which cuts
of knowledge and accomplishment from which the away from some member the affectations in which he
rain, descending, brings to the sad Philistine who sits swaddles himself. Use it to make him stand out
at the bottom of the valley in contemplation of naked, and fight. When you have taught him to
his surrounding limitations, a flavour of grace from measure himself, when you have measured your
the arts above; and forms a river which pushes out self, when you are each reduced to an individuality
from the valley among the utterest Philistines, and shorn of encumbering ornaments, employ Humour
waters a thousand pastures.
to heal you both, and to seal in you the knowledge
I assume, for the moment at least, that your that the only thing any man leaves behind is the
Club has the qualities of the valley. I would then record of himself shorn of feathers, and that affectacommend to you the cultivation of that most tions are merely "properties" behind winch is
noble flower, the Dilettante. Do not be deceived hidden some inherent lack of merit in the play itself.
My toast is burning.
by other vicious plants which are continually

Three Verities

bad taste to go further and suggest that he has boils,
and that his name is Job. In poor Job's club the
"spectators" were mute. This would no doubt
By A. J. Glazebrook
fit the members of the "Arts and Letters." For
myself I humbly suggest the part of Elihu the BuzHE Professor's toast is burning, and he is in ite, "for I have something to say on the Club's
haste; also the slight details of his domestic behalf." To Bridle I leave the part of the "Voice
economy that he affords us, seem to point out of the Whirlwind."
to cold feet, and inadequate nutrition.
I reject the good professor's dilettante. RasMay I venture to suggest that perhaps a social selas wished to be a poet, and the worthy professor
outlook conditioned by haste, cold feet, dyspepsia, whom he consulted, give him such a list of necessary
etymology, and German philosophy might lack attributes that he exclaimed, "Verily I see that no
sympathy.
man can be a poet." I find our professor's diletWould it be impertinent to ask if the names of tante just as incredible.
the three friends who visit him monthly are Eliphas,
Spontaneity, simplicity and cheerfulness are
Bildad, and Zophar? Assuredly it would be in the three verities of the Club. Real cheerfulness,
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not the colourless, indiscriminating amenity of distinguished persons who have much to lose, nor the
urbanity of the high official kind, nicely balanced
between insolence, and the mere good humour of
undisturbed adipose tissue.
Of simplicity, let us say that it should be, and is
by way, not of protest, but of invitation.
In spontaneity I find the keynote of all. The
gentle members of the Club do not try to be anything, not even dilettante. They enter just as they
are, and the spirits of human amity and peace that
dwell in the hearthstone come upon them and
bless them.
There is no scene-painting needed for this
quiet drama of the mind. The good professor's
valleys and mountains and the rest, together with
his stage Philistines, belong to the over realized
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banalities of the modern play. Here we need
only the hearthstone and a common spirit.

a painter spends months at a picture
and the man from the newspaper spends less
WHEN
than as many minutes telling the public

what's the matter with it, should the artist kick?

WHEN a writer goes to an art gallery and with
at least an average eye for the merits of a picture
as he has for the contour of a landscape or the
general outlines of a freight train, records his
impressions for the readers of a newspaper—
should he object when the artist says "Absolute
Rot?"

The Soul of the Club
By R. C. Reade
Lineaments by N. McConnell

T all comes from a fecundating word of the secretary.
I use the word "fecundating" in all simplicity. Mr.
Bridle is in his eighth lustrum of unmended shirts and
undarned socks. He is a single man, a sedate and serious
man. But it all comes from a vivifying and fructifying
utterance of his.
Lately he spoke of "esprit de corps" in the Club. The
phrase fascinated me. Oh to pluck forth that spirit, and pinion it for all to behold, over the fireplace, or under the Lockian
Gobelin!
" I need an artist," I said. Prompt came one. "Do you
know what Irish stew is? " said I. His mouth opened reminiscently and affirmatively. "Then sketch me a composite
portrait of the Club in order to show forth the soul."
"Let us start with the nose. It is the index of character,
the organ of criticism, the first bulwark against the buffets
of fortune. We must have a bold and commanding nose,
a detective nose, a protective nose, an imperial Roman nose,
a nose of genius. Let us take the nose of the secretary.
'' We must have lips to devour what that nose scents out,
Gargantuan, Bacchanalian lips. Give me the lips of Beatty.
"Now over the passionate realism of those cruel red lips
you must hang the drooping, compassionate, aesthetic mustachios of Grier.
"Nowfor the chin." "Archie Browne's chin!" suggested
the artist. " 'No' said I. "We want no boulevardier, weeping
willow effects. The chin is important. We must
have a beardless chin, a youthful, insinuating,
suggestive chin, the chin of Button.
"We must have a throat to warble divinely
under that chin. To the mellifluousness of Pigott,
add the pibroch of Davies and the Arcadian
pipe of Hollinshead. Don't let it be more than
sixteen in the collar.
"Oh for an ear to keep that throat in order.
Give me the ear of Vogt, of Tattersall, of Hambourg.
"And now an eye. An eye set like a beacon on a lofty promontory
to usher the stars into their positions; a fearless eye, a manly eye,
an eye worthy of that nose, and of those ears and lips and chin and
throat, the eye of Locke.
"And over that we want a thoughtful brow. A wary, wrinkled
brow, the brow of Father Holmes.
"Let us crown it all with the raven tresses of the tragic muse,
with waving wild woods, haunted by dryad and faun. Give me
Mitchell's scalp.
"Now, old chap," said I to the artist, "rid yourself of all
traces of debasing commercialism. Don't go to work to-day. Just put into that face the calm philosophy
of Eden Smith, the rattle of tea cups, the crackle of grate fires, the sympathy of friendly voices, the
occult significance of that vaulted banquet room. And when it is done call it ' The Soul of the Arts
and Letters Club.'"
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Tendencies in Art
Precis of a Talk given by C. W. Jefferys at the November Dinner
are to-day, as in the past, two main
THERE
tendencies which, I think, divide the domain
of art, as they do the whole of existence. I may

describe them roughly as a tendency towards order
and the tendency towards disturbance. The one
preserves, the other progresses; the one is necessary for harmony, for beauty, for complete expression; the other for vigour, strength, creative
power—the thrill that makes art.
To some—artists as well as laymen—art stands
for a sort of sheltered garden, a sanctuary wherein to
seek refuge from the work-a-day outside world, and
forget for a time its crudeness and its cruelty.
And such art undoubtedly is, to a large extent.
But there are some turbulent souls whom this
sheltered, monastic life fails to satisfy. They,
like Browning's Lippo Lippi, are interested in life
as much as in art. They regard art as a sort of
militant order. They are the Knights Templar
that guard the sanctuary; they set out on perilous
ventures to savage lands. They are the experimenters of art, the questioners of life, and to them
art must, in the end, look for progress—nay even
for maintenance. I think we may see these two
main groups all over the world in the art of to-day.
One feature which, to my mind, has immensely
strengthened the militant group within recent years
has been the emergence of what I may call the
Racialists: those painters whose work has been
mainly inspired by their local environment and their
racial temperament. For instance, we have seen
the rise of a group of most virile painters among

Generalia
Club Executive transacts business regularly
Wednesday at noon. Particular items
THEevery
on the order paper lately are membership

and Club constitution. A special membership
committee has been revising the list to ascertain
just how many vacancies are left to accommodate
the fifty odd men on the waiting roll. Two ballots
have been held this Club year electing twelve men.
The Club constitution and by-laws have been thoroughly amended and made to suit the various
club activities which have come into existence
during the past year. This will be submitted for
adoption at an open meeting of the Club.
After considerable counsel of ways and means,
the Programme Committee have decided upon a
series of four '' open'' salon entertainments concerning which due notice has been sent to every member
of the Club. This series will be the finest cycle
of musical and dramatic offerings of the Club.
On page twelve of this issue will be found the
story of what the Picture Committee is beginning
to do for one phase of pictorial art.
And what the Publications Committee has been
driving at since October the first—is mainly comprised within the pages of this volume.
The Club orchestra, under Mr. Alfred Bruce,
rehearses every Wednesday between four o'clock
and six.
The Club Saengerbund rehearses under the conductorship of Mr. F. Coombs regularly every
Friday from five to six of the clock. A repertoire
of remarkably good things is in preparation.

the Scandinavian
peoples, contemporaries of
Ibsen and Bjornson and Jonas Lie. The modern
German and Austrian painters have brought
into the secluded garden some strange plants which
have sadly puzzled the official gardeners, but they
have a corner of their own and the plants seem to
be thriving fairly well. Our own continent is
finding expression. It has been said, and perhaps
with truth, that the Americans are the foremost
landscape painters of to-day. We are still too close
to the death of Winslow Homer to realize how great
is our loss, or to appreciate the value of his work.
Has the wave yet reached Canada? In a new
country like this, where life in general is crude,
and regardless of little beyond material things, it
is natural that the first conception of art should be
that of the sheltered garden, where the finer spirits
may dream awhile and forget the hurly-burly.
But we are too virile, too full of the exuberance,
the rashness, the curiosity of youth, to linger there
long, and already, I fear, the disturbers are amongst
us.
May I say a word about the Club and its attitude toward art? Here is our sanctuary: its
sentiment, its symbolism has been expressed in
the eloquent words which Mr. Sullivan composed
for our fireplace dedication. The Viking lit the
fire. We sit about it and dream. One thing I
would suggest for its completion.* Above the fireplace let us set the emblem of the Club—the Viking
ship with the sails full spread before the rising sun,
to remind us of the open sea and the great adventure. »c

Executive for 1911-1912
George H. Locke, President: J. W. Beatty,
Vice-President; Augustus Bridle, Secretary; R. L.
Defries, Treasurer; Eden Smith, A. S. Vogt, J.
Harry Smith, W. W. Alexander, Roy Mitchell,
C. W. Jefferys, Alan Sullivan, Fergus Kyle, Lawren
Harris, Henry Button.
STANDING COMMITTEES
HOUSE: Chairman, Eden Smith; W. W.
Alexander, Lawren Harris, Harry Smith, Guy V.
Mitchell and Arthur Heming.
PROGRAMME: Chairman, C. W. Jefferys; A. S.
Vogt, Roy Mitchell, F. Coombs, Henry Button.
PUBLICATIONS: Chairman, Alan Sullivan; Geo.
H. Locke, Augustus Bridle, Henry Button, A.
H. Robson, E. Wyly Grier, J. E. Middleton.
PICTURE: Chairman, L. S. Harris; C. W.
Jefferys, J. W. Beatty.

The Club Calendar
December 21—Christmas Revel, concocted by two
Club members and put on by a large cast of performers.
December 28—First open night; "The Shadowy
Waters," by W. B. Yeats; performed by a cast
of Club players and two others.
January 20—being Saturday afternoon; Toronto
String Quartette and the Orpheus Quartette.
February 29—"Pan and the Young Shepherd," by
Maurice Hewlett.
April 13—Saturday afternoon: String Soli: Messrs.
Jan and Boris Hambourg with ensemble accompaniment (strings, organ and piano), and the
Club Saengerbund.
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